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El Paso Preparing to Receive Old Game of See Saw Begins

El Paso is Waiting.
San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 14. Ten
train loads of troops stationed at
Fort Sam Houston left today for El
Paso, Texas, where they will parade
before Presidents Taft and Diaz. The
President will arrive here two hours
ahead of schedule. "Admiral Togo,"
a goat from whose hair the trousers
were made which were presented to
the President before his inauguration
will be brought here for the President
to see.
Taft's Address at Phoenix.
In his principal speech at Phoenix

yesterday President Taft said
'Tt is a new sensation for me to
talk to the people of a territory and
1 may say thus far it is a very pleasant one. I want to congratulate you
on having such a territory, such
and such enterprise as had called
forth from the Republican party a
pledge that you shall have statehood
and to establish my relation with you
early I want to say that so far as I
am concerned, I am going to help
carry out that promise as far as I can.
Sometimes it is better to postpone the
marriage and everything else in a
novel to the end, but I always have
the trouble of looking through to see
whether it ends right before I begin,
and I am inclined to think that the
ladies before me generally follow that
y

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 14. As the platin the world's series stepped from
the train this morning they were
gi'i eted with frost but the sun soon
changed the temperature for the better
the day is one of the best for fast
'all experienced during the
"Wild Bill" Donovan probably will be
.b iiniug's choice
of pitchers today
while Clarke will rely on Maddox.
The line up Pittsburg Byrne, 3b;
Leach, cf.; Clarke, If.; Wagner, ss. ;
Miller, 2b.; Abstein, lb.; Wilson, rf.;
Gibson, c. ; Willis, p.
Detroit D. Jones, If.; Bush, ss.;
Cobb, rf.; Crawford, cf.; Delehanty,
T. Jones,
2b.; Moriarty, 3b.;
lb.;
Schmidt, c; Mulnn, p.
Synopsis of Game.
Detroit, Mich., Oct. 14 Detroit;
evened tilings in the world's series.
taking the sixth game, 5 to 4. The!
game was full of sensational plays
and was undecided until the last man
was out. Pittsburg hit Mullin hard in
the first when he steadied and held
safe until the ninth. Pittsburg made
a superhuman effort to tie the score in
th ninth and only the remarkable
work by Mullin and Schmidt and the
Detroit infield prevented an extra inning of the game. T. Jones was injured in a collision with Wilson in
the ninth as was Moriarty when Wilson tried to steal second. Crawford
went to first, replacing Jones, D. Jones
to center and Mclnlyre to right.
First inning Byrne singled; Leach
singled through T. Jones; Clarke singled, scoring Byrne, Wagner doubled
and Leach and Clarke scored. Three
runs. With one out Bush walked;
Cobb struck out;"" Crawford doubled
scoring Bush. One run.
Second inning No runs.
Third inning No runs.
Fourth inning Pittsburg no runs,
Crawford walked; Delehanty singled
to right sending Crawford to third.
Moriarty singled, scoring Crawford
and put Delehanty out. at third. T.
Jones singled and Moriarty scored
when Clarke failed to stop it. Two

D. C. Oct. 11.
All
Washington,
loulit as to the action of the Presi
dent as to Charles K. Crane was (lislu lled this morning by the receipt of a
Prescott. saying:
telegram from
'1 concur in the letter under date of
October 12 which the secretary of
state lias addressed to you and greatly
regret that circumstances found to exist by him make it necessary for me to
accept your resignation."
Crane Issues Statement.
Washington, Oct. 11. Crane issued
a statement immediately on receipt of
the message from the President saying hat He accented the annoiut- ment on the understanding from the
President that he be allowed to serve
the country in a great constructive
work. It is evident that such work is
now impossible and lie is blad that
conditions have shown this up before
he got to China although it has been
at the cost of a personal humiliation
such as no man should be made to
bear.
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Leader in Journalism, Politics, Masonry
Left His Imprint Upon History of
Southwest-Care- er
Crowded With
Work and Achievements.
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Albuquerque, N. M Oct. H. On
on Friday
his way to Albuquerque
morning. President Tail will have his
train stopped tor ten minutes at
Valencia county, where he will
greet some five hundred Pueblo Indians who are to gather there to see
ihe great White Father. The Lagitna
pueblo is one of the most populous
and most picturesque of all the New
Mexico Indian villages and its entire
population will be out as will that of
Acoma pueblo, a short distance away.
The word has gone through all of th
pueblos near Albuquerque and Indians
from every pueblo within a hundred
miles are going to Laguna to see the
President. Governor Curry, heading
the New Mexico reception committee,
will leave Albuquerque i a special car
today at noon for Gallup where the
committee will welcome the President as he enters New Mexico. The
President has lengthened his stay in
Albuquerque by three hours and will
arrive at 2:55 p. in. He will speak
immediately on arrival and will then
ride
be taken for an automobile
ARGUMENTS IN THE
MUSKOGEE CASES. through the town and surrounding
Special trains are coming
valley.
from all parts of New Mexico and
Motion to Quash Indictments
on
the greatest crowd on record is exGrounds of Prejudice of
pected here to greet him.
Grand Jury.
Upon his return to the hotel he will
Ardmoie, Okla., Oct. 14. Henry E.
to the suite which has been preretire
Asp, counsel for Governor Haskell and
7 o'clock
in the Muskogee land pared for him and rest until
to the
will
receive
the
when
he
guests
fraud cases, today continued the argument to quash the indictments on the banquet in his honor given by the
grounds of prejudice in the grand Commercial Club.
The banquet will begin at 7:3d
jury.
o'clock when at its close the President
will 20 to his car. His train will move
PIUTE INDIANS GATHER
TO AID WILLIE BOY. as first section of the El Paso train
and will probably leave Albuquerque a
short time before 12 o'clock.
Red Skin Murderer
Surrounded
Committee Off For Gallup.
Mountains By Sheriffs Posse
The New Mexico reception commitFrom San Bernardino.
San Bernardino, Calif., Oct. 14.- - It tee, consisting of Governor Curry,
is rumored among ranchers here that Solomon Luna. W. H. Andrews, Mayor
a force of Piute Indians are gather- Felix H. Lester, President Spitz of the
ing to go to the aid of Willie Boy, the Commercial Club, Judge Ira A. Abbott,
Indian renegade, now surrounded by Col. W. S. Hopewell, H. O. Bursum
sheriff's posse in mountains.
and President Tiht of the Fair Association, left Albuquerque this after
KEY WEST IS IN BAD PLIGHT.
noon at 1 o'clock in Colonel Hopewell's private car for Gallup where
All Municipal Funds Exhausted, Sew- the President will be welcomed to the
ers Broken and Epidemic
Territory. The party will spend the
Feared.
night at Gallup and will join the Pres
Key West. Fla.. Oct. 14. The town ident's train there early on Friday
is no longer able to continue the work morning.
The outgoing train consisted of one
of cleaning up the city alone as all
funds are exhausted. Many cigar fac- car in addition to the private car, and
tory workers are on the verge of star- carried the secret service men and oth
vation, the sewers are broken and an ers detailed to accompany the train
through New Mexico.
epidemic of sickness is threatened.
The companies of the New Mexico
national guard, on from Santa Fe and
one from Las Vegas arrived in AlbuINTO
querque to participate in the President's reecption. The First Regiment
band will also go to Albuquerque tonight.
WORLD
Busy Day at the Alvarado.
After two weeks of careful preparation the Alvarado hotel is all in readiness for the big events of Friday,
which is likely to prove the most important as well as the busiest day the
hotel has ever had. It will require
all the prefect mechanism
of the
"
Harvey system to care for this series
of events without confusion, yet the
arrangements show that everything
will move like clock work. Not only
EY has the hotel to care for its crowded
house and the hundreds of people who
will expect to be accommodated
at
will have to entertain the
but
it
meals,
is
Chinese
Minister
Retiring
President of the United States at a
Asked to Work for
banquet and less than five minutes after
the banquet conies to a close,
Peace.
will have to be all in readiness for the
Montezuma ball, the chief social event
Washington, Oct. 14. Dr. Wu Ting of the year in New Mexico and which
Fang, about to retire from post as this year promises to attract the largminister to the United States, last est gathering of society people on
night continued his investigation's in- record.
The west veranda of the hotel has
to spiritism and received communicabeen enclosed and transformed into a
tions from a medium supposed to
banquet hall without an equal in the
come from his mother, President
whole southwest. It has all been done
and an unknown Chinaman in the past week and while only temwar for porary, has all the pleasing effect of
predicting a tremendous
China. The medium "Indian Maiden" permanent construction. Immediately
the banquet to the President, the
controlled by "Minnie" first became
the alleged spokeswoman of Wu's nal1 will be transformed into a
addressing him in Chinese, freshment room for the patrons of the
Then she spoke for an unknown China- - Montezuma ball,
man of the coolie class and finally for;
The Indian Village.
There ia something quite unique this
McKinley who was supposed to have
heard the Chinaman's prediction for year In the arrangements for the Mon-waThe shade of McKinley depre- - tezuma ball. Under the skillful direc-cate- d
war and asked Wu to use his tion of Herman Schweizer, manager
.
influence for peace. Wu was appar- ently greatly impressed.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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COLONEL MAX. FROST.

Death gained the victory last even-in- g nanstic, military and political career
at 10:;!0 o'clock, over Cclonei in New Mexico, for it is related that
he on the following Jay he wrote the
Maximilian Frost. Unflinchingly
face
iiersunai ior me .ew Mexican an
in
the
had looked his conqueror
for many years and the brave fight nouncing his arrival and from that
the vanquished one put up success- day on until this year, there elapsed
course.
fully in that period is more than mere hardly a day that he did not write or
local
tradition, it has become one of dictate some item or other, article or
"Now gentlemen and ladies, for I
of medical annals. It was editorial for the paper to which he
marvels
the
to
are
know
whether you
dont
going
of will, of mentality, gave his best years and efforts.
sheer
power
by
let the ladies vote or not and I speak
A few years as clerk in the office
supported by extraoruinary physical
therefore with due consideration, you
to
set
Frost
of
Colonel
that
the U. S. surveyor general and as
vitality,
are anticipating statehood, you are
naught the prognosis of physicians a U. S. deputy surveyor gave him an
anxious to show what you can do as
and maintained his grasp upon affairs nsight into public land matters that.
an independent government and I am
long after disease had robbed him of mads him later an .able land attor- afraid you are anticipating the pleaseyesight, of power of locomotion and ney.
ure of that independence without fully runs.
had made terrible inroads upon his
It was Acting Governor William
now
to
Fifth
fails
or
the
inning
realizing
Pittsburg
understanding
scarce a trem- G. Ritch who gave him his first imscore.
Bush
singled to center; Cobb physical reserve. With
responsibilities of it, and therefore if,
after having made this announcement, advances him to second on out to or his bark lifted anchor and glided portant territorial office, that of adjuAbstein. Bush went to third on Craw- over the Bar into the Great Unknown. tant general, and he filled this diffiI point 'out some of the difficulties
Colonel Frost has left bis impress cult, position so well, that Governor
that you are going to have, you will ford's hot liner to Wagner which lat
ter dropped but managed to retire upon his times. Not only upon Santa Lew Wallace reappointed him. It was
excuse nie.
Fe which he loved so well, but upon during
the Wallace administration
"You have got to formulate a con- Crawford at first. Delehanty doubled
an entire commonwealth, and it is that Colonel Frost cleared San Juan
over
Bush.
run.
One
third
scoring
stitution after the congress provides
Sixth inning Pittsburg
fails to one of the inscrutable mysteries of county of cattle rustlers and renegade
that you shall come in, and I want
not. permitted
militarv and
score.
Bush making double play after Providence, that he was
Indians,
to say a word about that constitution.
has executive demonstrating
statehood
that
the
to
hear
tidings
of ahigh order. It
ability
In saying so I give you an earnest remarkable catch of Schmidt's throw.
been granted the Sunshine Territory. was quite natura, tnerefore tnat Gov.
, knowledge of the seriousness with
for it was a burning wish of his and ernor Lionel Sheldon retained him in
(Continued on Page Eight.)
which 1 say that I believe you will
he worked toward that end without office.
is
be made a state. A constitution
faltering, that the beloved Territory
In 1881, just before the assassinafor the purpose of laying down funshould take its place among the great tion of
damental limitations upon your legisPresident Garfield, the latter
commonwealths of the Union.
Now if LONG
lature and your executive.
appointed Colonel Frost register of
man
Colonel Frost was not an old
the land office at Santa Fe, President
you think that in Uiat constitutions.!
but the past thirty years of his lu'e Arthur confirming the appointment.
convention you ought to law down all
recorded one achievement after an- This necessitated Colonel Frost's resthe limitations that are ordinarily inother. He was a bundle of restless ignation as flilintant 'perioral nf tha
cluded in the statute you are going
II
energy and ambition that leaped over Terrltory but he Tetaine(, the colonel.
to make a great mistake. The greatobstacles that would have daunted the,' cy of thfl flrst
is
est constitution that was ever made
lmem of jnfant
strongest of men. The mere enumera- - o the Naticna, Guard nnt
the constitution 'of the United States
18g6
tion of the following biographical Cnange Qf
and you can go through that in a
administrations, resulted
an
how
,
of
facts gives
busy
inkling
TShort time. You take the last conthe retireraent of Colonel rr(fct
of how great a man he was
from the U. S. land ' office.
stitution that was made Oklahoma's
Since
crowded was his life with deeds,
and it is a zoological garden of
then
he hag ne,d no federal Qfflce
.
.
..
the tioid'hto ha mie'tit hnvo nttemnted
,
cranks. I don't mean to say that it
om I0r more tnan tweive years was- ana gained, dui ior tne inroaas 01 in - secretary of the Territorial Bureau
has not good ideas in it. It has. But
.
skuous Disease cutting mm uuwu m of rmmmMnn
the idea of tieing down a legislature
.Mh vuimwuj
aria.tv ua
.....v.
li
his
so
to speak,
prime.
which is an experiment,
did more for the upbuilding of New
with the laws that are to be adopted HE
Colonel Max. Frost was born at New Mexico and its growth and developKNEEL
to a new territory, with a long disOrleans on New Year's day, 1852. He ment than any other one person. His
course imposing all sorts of limitareceived the advantages of a good Intimate knowledge of every portion
tions is a mistake which you ought
schooling, but his parents died when cf the Territory and its possibilities,
Military Executioners Blind he was a mere boy, his father being a forceful
to profit by.
and picturesque
literary
slain in battle at the age of 58, and style, enabled him to write and pubof statehood!
Your
folded Him Despite His
assumption
his mother dying when she was 48 lish pamphlet after pamphlet, book
throws upon you a responsibility that
Protests.
will not enable you thereafter to
years old. There were three brothers after book, descriptive of the comand three sisters and Colonel Frost monwealth and its resources, pamphall
federal
to
the
it
governcharge
ment. When you get into difficulty
Barcelona, Oct. 14. Brief details of essayed out into the world to hew lets and books which today still form
out here and have bad officials or Ferrer's death have escaped the cen his own fortune. The year 1876, the basis for the immigration adveryour legislature gets you into it in a sor. It is known that the request that found him in Santa Fe as chief clerk tising and even more pretentious hiscounty or city, you cannot lay it all he not be blind-folde- d
was refused. in the Signal Service of the U. S. torical and magazine literature, that
because
to Washington,
Washington General Ezerine stated: "A traitor has Army, overseeing the construction of is put forth by authorities and private
does not understand it. Then the no rteht to look upon the faces of a telegraph line through a country in- enterprise. His activity in this directook tion, forms a chapter bv itself in his
I
fault will be on your own head.
soldiers." Ferrer refused to kneel and fested with Indians and which
have no doubt you will stumble and died saying: "Aim straight. Long him through what is now Union, Quay, life.
" As a Political Leader.
Guadalupe counties, a dashing army
fall as other people and other states live the modern schools!"
who made friends wherever
Colonel Frost, was a many-side- d
officer,
"have, but you are Americans, you are
King Alfonso Burned in Effigy.
g
he stopped, friendships that lasted man.
was only incidentcome of a race used to self governOct.
person was kill- until death. From Santa
Paris,
to
the line al to him in his political work. He
in
hard
used
knocks
Fe,
taking
ment,
x
wounded last night was built southward to El Paso and had
and seventy-sithe genius of a leader and atthe school of experience and profiting ed
of rioting over the execu- west to Phoenix,
result
as
the
a
can
I
And
if,
Arizona, and Colonel tained great political power. He made
by
caution,
by them.
was burn- Frost covered
for
every foot of it, laying and unmade political
fortunes
restrain the desire of those most pro- - tion of Ferrer. KingV Alfonso
in effigy.
ed
use
for that intimate many men in this Territory. He was
I
if
the foundations
that
may
expression,
gressive,
Jesuits Blamed for Ferrer's Death.
knowledge of every portion of the member of the territorial central com.
or most full of the idea of having lim
Rome, Oct,14. The Vatican, Span southwest and its people that came mittee of the Republican party for
Itations on government can restrain
them from making the constitution ish and Austriaa' embassies are guard- him to good stead in later years, It more than 25 years, he was its secreother than a fundamental law with ed by troops today as tne result or the was on the 16th of April, 1876, 11 tary fcr!2 years, and more than once
death' of Ferrer . m,, that he registered his name at he turned
apparent defeat into vie-simple rules of limitations, If I can excitement over the
which is attributed to church and the Fonda, later the Exchange hotel,
Jesuit influence..,:,,
....;,;
and from that lime on dates his jour- (Continued on Paee Eight.)
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LETTER STOP

to Look Suspicious to
the Fans.

Taft and Diaz With

Grand Canon, Ariz., Oct. 14.

IHiX'S

Effect Indians Will Be Given Op
portunity to Greet Great
Arizona.
White Father.
Prescott,

Telegram

I

dent Taft will devote the day to visiting all points ot interest available
along the rim of the Grand Canon. The
I 'resident arose early and watched the
sunrise effects on the brink of th
great chasm. Luncheon was served at
Hie Hotel El Tovar, the President, being a guest of the Arizona committee.
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MEN OF FASHION WANT HART
SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
interested in sports you're sure to be interested in stylish clothes; you'll meet men who dress well, and want the best.
We can't do better for you, nor for ourselves, than to get you into
Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes; and that's better than anyone else
If you're

can do for you.
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
Suits, $22.50, $25.00, $27.50, $30.00 and $35.00.
This store is the home of Hart, Shaffner & Marx.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.'
MONEY TO LOAN
On notes, diamonds and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.

Wm. FARAIf

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

1

Phone

store

In

50 "

"

a powder. ReAllen's
lieves painful, smarting, nervous feet
and ingrowing nails, and instantly
takes the sting out of corns and bun- ions. It's the greatest comfort
covery of the age. Allen's Foot-Easmakes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
it a certain cure for sweating, callous,
swollen, tired, aching feet. Try it s
day. Sold by all Druggists and Shoe
deputy, Y. M. Lienau:
Jacobo Chaves. Ksq., Superintendent Stores. By mail for 25c. in stamps,
Dont accent any substitute. Trial
of Insurance. Santa Fe, X. M.
I)M,r Sir I am this day in receipt Package FREE. Address Allen S. Olmof a copy of your bulletin Xo. 5, dated sted, Ue Roy. N. Y.
the 4th inst., and have read the con- tents of the same with more than lowing claims Tyrone 1, 2, :i, 4, 5, Cf
passing interest. Your office, acting 7, S, !J and 10. The application was
in concert with other state insurance made by Attorneys Wilson and Walton
depaitments, has done well to take or Silver City, for Thomas S. Parker,
the action indicated by said bulletin. the claimant. The survey was made
It is cause lor public concern that by It. L. Powel.
the current prosperous times have inPostoffice Matters.
duced numerous parties to embark in
J. M. Morris has been commissioned
the flotation of corporations, especi- - postmaster at Bland.
Arthur B.
ally of the insurance variety, along Dunn at Kingston.
Henry Churchill
lines which seem to indicate that the was commissioned as postmaster of
chief purpose of such action is to Cutter, X. M.
realize upon such promotion in a
Postoffices Established.
A postoffice has been established at
commission way.
If graft, in the manner which seems each of the following places: Haag,
to characterize the operations of such Curry county, special from Clovis, 16
promotions, is permitted to go un- - miles southeast; at Optimo, Moral
checked, it would seem that honesty county, Shoemaker seven miles south
in connection with organization of; and Wagon Mound ten miles north.
insurance companies is no longer at
Change Order.
e
a premium.
The order discontinuing the
at Baldy, Colfax county, has
Only a few years ago the writer became interested in the organization of been changed making the date of disand the continuation November 30 in place
a fire insurance company
work involved was carried out with- of October 15.
out thought of realizing anything
Star Service Schedule.
whatever from promotion. As a mat
The following star service schedule
ter of fact, not one cent of commis- has been announced:
sion or rebate was allowed to anyone
From Forest to Melrose.
Leaves
whomsoever connected with such or- Forest Monday, Wednesday and Friganization, subscriptions to our stock day at 6 a. ni. and arrive at Melrose
being at par plus 15 per cent, no so at 12 in.; leaves Melrose at 1:30 p. m.
much as the amount of the smallest on Monday, Wednesday ana Friday
nnv and arrives at Forest at 7:30 p. m.
to
i.nctoo-,ctnmn hmntr
. .
...
a rphnfprl
i'"0"1- .......
to-bi-

"

1.60

Bobolink

50 "

$3.10
t

1.55

i

i

wiistftr tifMs

W 6 UIVC with all cash purchases.

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40

Telephone

Ap

SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry Silverware, Deco-

rated

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

S. Spitz

MANUFACTURER

WE HAVE THEM
KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

4.00 "S6.00

PRICES
FROM

EVERY SUITo
GUARANTEED

If you want a good pair of Shies,
for the boy try a pair of
BULL'S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
PO Box

FOR

219.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

TRY OUR

IN THE

Groifl

CITY.

All leal

-

subscriber.
The writer was, not long ago, critiEngraved cards de visit and wed
cized by a devotee of the commission ding invitations a specialty at the
grafting fad for stupidity in failing to Xew Mexican Printing office. Any
take advantage of opportunity pre- one sanding in need of such will do
sented in connection with the organi- weil to call at this ciSce and examine
Notwithzation above mentioned.
samples, style of work and prices.
standing, we still entertain the impression that our course was correct,
and evidences of animosity on the
ELKS 1
part of insurance departments toward
grafting propositions in the way of
company organizations are therefore
noted with more than passing satisfac- SANTA FF, NEW MEXICO

Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour,

October 19 th

due.
The company had on the day it
started, capital stock paid in of $154,-33and a surplus of $84,050.
WW.
Declared a Bankrupt.
In the matter of the petition of the
V, S. Bank and Trust Company, H. S.
Kaune and Company and H. B.
and Brother to declare the
Tabor-Vog- t
Company of Glorieta, Santa Fe county, a bankrupt, Judge John
R. McFie today declared and adjudged
the company a bankrupt and referred
the matter to Referee in Bankruptcy MR. JOHN PHILIP SOUSA,
E. A. Johnson of Santa Fe.
Conductor
Appointed Postmaster.
Assisted by Miss Frances' Hoyt, So
Upon recommendation of Delegate
Miss Grace Hoyt,
to Congress W. H. Andrews, George prano;
Miss Florence Hardeman,
W. Rogers has been appointed postViolinist; Mr. Herbert L. Clarke,
master at Hobbs, Eddy county.
Cornetist.
Insurance Company Asks for Admission.
The Musical Event of the Season
Life Insurance
The
Southland
Company of Dallas, Texas, which be- One fare for the R und Trip can
gan business on March 20, 1909, with
be Ootained Over the New
capitalization of $300,000, has applied
Mexico Central.
Jacobo
to Insurance Commissioner
PRICES
POPULAR
Chaves for permission to do business
in Xew Mexico.
75c $1.00 and $1.50
Surveys Approved.
Seats ow selling at
The U. S.fl Survey General John
DRUG STORE
FISCHER'S
March has approved the following survey: No. 1387, the Vyrone vroup situated in the Burro mountain mining dis
trict, in Grant county, covering 178.739
acres. The group comprises the fol-

Santa Fe, New Mexico
DyVE?SP CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

flnilim COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

in

doing business

the city of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of
that cannot be cured by the use
of Halls Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Ca-arr-

h

:

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

BROTHER HERMES. President

OUR GUARANTEE

Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)

Notary

Public.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucuoiis surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
F. .1. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

JEWELER

O.

We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
1.

3

rn?A

W.N. TOWNSEND & CO.

J

MILK

7'

d

W

J

coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee

every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long

as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

Telephone No 14b Red
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
D. M. HOOVER & SON
Builders and Contractors
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Famished on short notice
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

one-thir-

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.

Flannel Petti
Night Gowns
coats,
A brand new line of flannel petti-

&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
coats for the children. Misses and laLucas County ss.
dies
just received at the Racket Store.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
old and young.
he is senior partner of the firm of F. Night gowns for the
& Co.,

Grain, Potatoes,

St. Michael's College

AND HIS BAND

0

J. Cheney

hi

LEO HEBSC

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

-

CALL.

COHY,

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

I

.

Mezzo-Sopran-

flash

BROS.

S

D

post-offic-

Cart-wrig-

100"

C-T-

14, 1909.

Incorporated 1903

1

o

Permit the expression of hope that
the good work which has been commenced will be carried forward to
such purpose that the numerous currently proposed companies of the
"57 varieties character" will be given
the black eye which is unquestionably

$3.20

Established 1856.

e

tion.

10

Santa Fe.

100 lbs Pansy Flour

S0ES

e,

Good Work of Insurance Department.
That thf work to protect policy holdrs iiiid bona fiilc insurance companies
by ihe insurance department of Xew
is appreciated, may be gauged
from i lie following letter, only one of;
.similar tenor received by Superintend- ent of Insurance .lacobo Chaves and

Yff

0

SHAKE INTO YOUR
Foot-Eas-

LN

1SK3I

0

OFFICIAL MATTERS

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

Phone
No 14

w

ood-Ba- vi

HARDWARE CO.

s

Phone
No 14

ESSE

can't know curative certainty, unless you know your druggist.
When your Doctor orders medicine of a complex or simple
Z; BRING ALL PRESCRIPTIONS HERE.
They will

ZOOK'S
'HARMACY
PHONE NO' 218',

be filled accurately, quickly and safely.

The res

will be all jour doctor

al

joureell expect

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

V JRSDAY, OCTOBER

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

14, 1909.

NOTICE F.OR PUBLICATION.

Serial

IT IS SERIOUS,

Not Coal Land.

Department of the Interior.
S. land Office at Santa Fe, New

V.

Mexico. October 4. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Bernardo Martinez, of Pecos, New Mexico,
who, on October 5, 1904, made Home-

stead Entry (Serial

for V
Section

No.

03904),

and E

8105,

NW
21, Township 17 N,
Range
12 E., X. M. P. Meridian,
has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
the 18th day of November, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rival, Manuel Sandoval, Apol-oniMartinez, Simon ViveVash, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NE

2

Cre-tsenc-

o

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Sep-temp-

21. 1909.

Notice is hereby given that Albina
Lucero, of Jemez Springs, N. M., who
cn July 3, 190S, made Homestead Entry (Serial 052), No. 052, for Lot 7,
Section 6. and N.
of Lot 1, Section
7, Township 18 N., Range 4 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before the Register and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
--New Mexico, on the 4th
day of Novem1-- 2

Some Santa Fe People Fail to Realize

the Seriousness.

The constant aching of a bad back.
The weariness, the tired feeling.
The pains and aches of- kidney ills
Are serious if neglected.
Dange-ou- s
urinary troubles follow.
A Santa Fe citizen shows you how
to avoid them.
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, College Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says:
"Several years ago I used Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured from Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store and
I was cured of a bad attack of kid-- 1
ney complaint. At that time a state-fen- t
appeared in the local papers,
telling of my experience and I now
take pleasure in confirming all that
was then said in favor of Doan's Kidney Pills. I had pains in my back
that made it difficult for me to stoop
and there were other troubles which
plainly showed that my kidneys were
at fault. Soon after I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, an improvement
was noticeable, and the contents of
two boxes restored my kidneys to
their normal condition also entirely
removing the pain in my back. I am
glad to say that during the time that
has since passed, my cure has been

I

ESTAtiJjIA

-

permanent."
For sale by all dealer

Price

Petition of Macario
Torres is

--

j

!

Prc-mes- so,

cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
n

States.

Doan's

and

hack line

Barranca to Taos

FARE

$5.00

s

Co.

nearer
any otlier Txra,y (nnA tpams

Ten. Miilss

Sliaaa.

The New Mexican can do priutinj
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock
once and you will certainly come
again. We have all the facilities for
turning out every class of work, In
eluding one of the best binderies in
the west.

"BACK TO THE WOODS'

woods that you used to
new line of Lumber of
the best you ever put a
in! We are striving to
best seasoned an3
the
only
supply
Jeast flawed Lumber that can be
and we
found in this neighborhood,
we are succeeding in pleasing
. iielieve
all our numerous customers. Let us
liear your complaints either as to
quality or price. We'll cheerfully
remedy anything that's wrong.

the inferior
use if this
ours is not
saw or nail

Charles W. Dudrow

C. R. Kluger, the jeweler, 10B0 Vir
ginia Ave., Indianapolis. Ind., writes:
"I was so weak from kidney trouble
that I could hardly walk a hundred
feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney
Remedy cleared my complexion, cured
m ybackache and the irregularities
disappeared, and I can now attend to
business every day and recommend
Foley's Kidney Remedy to all sufferers, as it cured me after the doctors
and other remedies had failed." Sold
by all druggists.

New Furs New Furs.
Beautiful line of handsome furs Just
received at the Racket Store. Prices
from $2.50 to $25. Hurry and get
first pick. They are the very newest
and snappiest ever shown in the city.

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

NEW, MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

1

111

school whose aiai is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical

Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, coarses in Stenography, and 'a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
"vil

and

Electrical

for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President"

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.
DIAMONDS

h.

C. YONTZ

fcn.ifi.ctu.xr

SZZZRIGHT SERVICE

ofj

MEXICAN FILIGREE
JEWERELY

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE,
MS 8an Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M,

...A:.

HOT SPRINGS.

,

Remember the name
take no other.

Re-frgi- o

I2.o-u.ll-

DJD CALIENT

j

50

1909.

WOOjY'S

IH

j

TO ANO FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made wlta Automobile
Claimant names as witnesses:
line at Torrance for Roswell daily.
Armenta, of Jemez Springs, N. Automobile leaves Torrance for RosM.; Lino Armenta, of Jemez Springs. well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
N. M.; Jose Mestas y Ruiz, of Jemez at 12, noon. Automobile leaves RosSprings, N. M.; Jose Armenta, of Jem- well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arez Springs, N. M.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
MANUEL R. OTERO,
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Register.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoThe New Mexican Printing Com- mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
pany has on hand a large supply of manager, Automobile Line.
S)ads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also, for lawyers
It's a pity when sick ones drug the
and merchants; good everywhere. We stomach or stimulate the Heart and
will sell them at 5 cents in book form. Kidneys. That is all wrong! A weak
Stomach
weak
means
stomach,
nerves, always. And this is also true
of the Heart and Ki 'neys. The weak
nerves are instead crying out for help.
This explains why Dr. Shoop's RestorFrom
ative is promptly helping Stomach,
Heart and Kidney ailments. The Restorative reaches out for the actual
Leaves BARRANCA at 2 35 p m cause of these ailments the failing
7 p. in "inside nerves." Anyway test the ReArrives at TAOS at
storative 48 hours. It won't cure so
soon as that, but you will surely know
that heli) is coming. Sold by Stripling-BurrowTiip

ber,

tlic recognition of its rights and privi-- '
leges, on the part alike of the state
New Mexico Military Institute
aiid its citizens, it may very justly be
said that few of our municipalities can
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
be entirely certain of the ground they
Weit Point of the Southwest."
Thi
upon, and that any single person,
FIGHT stand
Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army
however honestly inclined, if disposed
Army Inspectors RANK SCBOOL IN CLASS
to be litigious, or over technical and
"A."
precise, may have it in his power in
Through Academic course, preparing young
infinite
trouble,
many eases to cause
men for college or for business life. Great
embarrassment, and mischief."
of open air work. Healthlets location
See also School District No. 21 VS.
Ml
of
any
of!
lltary School in the Union. Located
Board of County Commissioners
u the beautiful
Peco Valley the garden
Fremont county, et al., 13 Wyo. 7 J.
spot of the West at an e'evatioD of 3.700
Annotated Cases Vol. 11, 10."S and
ft'et above sea level, sunhine everv day, but
note.
lu;e rain or snow during session.
V.
44o.
111
S.
vs.
Carthage
Burton,
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduIS
..
People vs. Pederson, 220 Ills. 534.
.
S
ates from stardard
eastern colleges. Ten
While Chapter 2, Laws ISMiu, is an j
buildings throughiy furnished, heatod. lighted
Amendatory Act, it amends the former
and modern lp all respects.
Court House Can Now Be law in nearly all of its important pro- - j
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
visions, it is really more extensive
Built Without Further
than the former act. The boundaries
O, Hamlltoa. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
hire changed, the county seat is differ- D elay.
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Filyan
jent. new provisions are inserted and
different provisions are made for the'
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
Here follows the opinion of Judge payment or
ot lndeuieu-- ;
proportions
address.
John R. MoFu' in the case of Macario ness due to other counties. Section 3
COL. IAS, W. WILLSON,
Torres vs. The County Commissioned
definitely' locates the county seat at P
Superintendent.
of Torrance County; in which he dis- Estancia, and while no reference is
misses the petition for permanent in- made to Section 2, Chapter 70, Laws
junction to prevent the building of a 190.'!, locating the county seat at
court house at Estancia, and quashes
this section is directly in con
the preliminary injunction at plaintiff's flict with it, and there being a recost ;
pealing clause as to all laws in con-- i
The Opinion.
Hict with the laws of 1905, Section 2 of
The
Macario
Torres, the former act is not in existence and
plaintiff
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
brought this suit as a citizen and tax has not been since 1905. It seems to
in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these watere
located
payer of Torrance county, alleging me, therefore, that the present action
miles west has been thoroughly tested by tba
that the board of commissioners were must be considered a collateral at- - Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miraculous cures attested to in the
about to proceed with the erection of a tack UIK) the law ag i now stands, in of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheucourt house at the town of Estancia. that the piajntiff( to be entitled to the j Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar- - matism,
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright"!
witnout authority ot law, ana prayea relief s0Ugilt must successfully attack anco Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
for an injunction to restrain the board thp Act of 19n5 while of course this Grande Railroad, Irom which point a and Mercurial
Affections, Scrofula,
from doinr so.
mav be don(li it nulst jje in a direct daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComAn alternative writ was issued and proceeding.
The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathupon the hearing to show cause, counfrom 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
097.
vs.
99
Pac.
Clark
Territory
sel for the defendants filed a motion to
In the case of Territory vs. Clark carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
anand
further
made
the
writ,
quash
and delightful
the
entire
very
trains
for Santa Fe train
and
waits
dry
to
in
referred
court,
to,
referring
swer denying that the records and just
th
ort nnw linrltr emwifl- year round. There is now a commod-iou- e upon request. This resort is attrac..
other paraphernalia of said county had
hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and Is open all
ever been at Progresso, or were ever that the
valids
and tourists. People suffeing winter.
Passengers for Ojo Caliente
defendant was illegally tried
kept there, nor were such removed and convicted at Estancia, the same from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
therefrom; that no county officers had not being the county seat of Torrance contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
tllPRa vatppa trmtntn 1 9 94 vrafna same day.
ever established or maintained offices
For further particular
the court, referring to the
at Progresso, nor were any county county,
of alkaline salts te the gallon, being address:
identical acts now under consideration,
buildings ever erected there, nor art held, in effect, that the above assignany such in process of erection. While ment was collateral attack, and that
the petition alleges that the records
such a law should be attacked in a diTaos. County N M
Oj i
had been removed from Progresso,
rect
proceeding.
plaintiff's counsel did not contend that
Robinson vs. Moore, 25 Ills. 118.
this allegation was true in fact, nor in
Presidio County vs. City National
sist upon its consideration. The hear
20 Civil Appeals 511.
Bank,
therefore
proceeded, confessedly
ing
Re.
Chas. Allison, 13 Colo. 525.
In
upon the question of law involved.
vs. Board of Supervisors, 00
Ashley
1 lie 111st luaiufi
iui tut? tuini iu tun55.
sider, is the contention of defendant's Fed.
vs. Judge, 43 La. Ann. 125.
State
counsel, that as the suit is brought by
Watts vs. State, 22 Texas App. 572.
a private citizen, and not by the terThe prayer of the petition in this
ritory, it is a collateral attack and,
is that the defendants, its mem- main-case
be
action
the
cannot
therefore,
TO
j
taiued.
bers, officers, agents, attorneys and
Counsel for the plaintiff insists that representatives be restrained and en-i- t
is not a collateral attack, as the re-- j joined from building, contracting for,
lief sought is to prevent the erection or in any manner authorizing, permit- of a court house at an unauthorized ting or allowing the construction of a
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargs
place and only involves the validity of court house or other county buildings
for said county of Torrance, in or at
the law, incidentally.
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
Referring then to the petition, it is the town of Estancia, etc. It will be
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
found to allege that the legislature in observed that it is not denied that
been
have
bonds
for
that
of
Torrance
the.
1903 created
purpose
county
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
the county seat at Progresso; sued, sold and are now in the hands
and all Foreign Countries.
that the legislature in 1905 amended, ' of innocent purchasers, indeed, the
or attempted to amend the act of 1903 proyer indicates that the proceeds are
REMITTANCES SENT BY
creating Torrance county, so as to re- available for that purpose
move the county seat from ProgresMany adjudicated cases may be cited
so to Estancia, and that such removal wherein it is held that such bonds are
was contrary to law, and in violation valid even when issued by officers conof an act of Congress prohibiting spec- fessedly de facto.
Camanche County vs. Lewis, 133 U. ESS
ial legislation.
The case of Smith vs. Rice. 9 Iowa S. 198.
vs. Sallinger,
670, wherein it was held that a priWashington Count
vate citizen and taxpayer could main 119 U. S. 176.
Topeka vs. Dwire, 70 Kan. 244.
tain an action to restrain the building
A. & E. Annotated Cases, vol. 6 p.
of a court house, I do not regard in
point, as in that case an election had 239 and note p. 242.
School District 21 vs. Board of Coun- been held and settled the location, and
FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES,
litigation was in progress, during the ty Commissioners of Fremont County,
&
2
E.
cases
Annotated
A.
court
Vol.
held
that
et al..
BUGGIES.
HACKS.
pendency of which the
a court house should not be erected. 1058 and note p. 10C0, 15 Wyo. 73.
In the case of Lang vs. Mayor, etc.,
The validity of a law was not involved in that case. Nor was the validity 74 N. .1. L. 455, L. R. A. N. S. Vol.
of a law involved in the case of Mai hie 15, page 93, the supreme court of New
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
vs. McKenney, 60 Maine 332, in which Jersey said : The acts of the board
there was a similar holding., Examin- while in office de facto, even though
Drivers Furnished. Rates
ing the statutes referred to in the pe the act is void, are lawful and binding
tition, the amendatory act of 1905 pro- as to individuals.
2 Dill on Mun.
vides that Estancia shall be the counCorp. 3rd ed. Sec.
There- 892 and numerous citations.
ty seat of Torrance county.
In the case of County of Presidio vs.
fore, if the county commissioners of
that county have issued and sold City National Bank of Paducah, Texas
bonds for the erection of a court house Civil Appeal, Vol. 20 p. 511, the court
at Estancia, they have statutory au- said that validity of county court
thority for doing so, as the statute has house bonds in the hands of purchasdesignated Estancia as the county ers thereof, cannot be attacked by the
seat, and other laws confer upon the county, when sued thereon, by the decommissioners power to erect a court fense that the county seat was illegally
house at the county seat.
removed to the place where the court
To avoid the effect of the Amenda- house was built.
tory Act of 1905, plaintiff's counsel
Cooley Const. Lim. 254.
527 San Francisco 6treet
are compelled to rely, and they do
City of St. Louis vs. Shields, 62 Mo.
uncon247.
the
and
upon
rely,
invalidity
"Williams vs. Taylor, 83 Texas C67.
stitutionality of, at least, part of the
act of 1905.' In other words, they
The above considerations are deseek to have the court restrain the cisive of this case, and it does not beboard from doing that which they have come necessary for the court to constatutory authority to do, upon the sider and pass upon other contentions
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals.
ground that the law is void. This is of counsel, however, lest it might be
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
necessarily an attack upon the law, understood that the views of the court
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
which can only be made in a direct herein 'expressed, practically commitproceeding brought by the territory. It ted the court to a different conclusion
BOSS
follows from this, in my opinion, that In the event that a direct proceeding
the law cannot be attacked in a co- was instituted, it is proper to say, that
llateral proceeding brought by a pri- such a conclusion should not be enterg2E3B5EBft3fflay
vate citizen as in this case.
tained for the reason thait a direct atIn the case of Stuart vs. School Dis- tack upon the Act of 1905, would intrict No. 1, 30 Mich. 69, the court very volve several legal considerations forclearly stated the reason why laws or- eign to the present action. I do not reganizing municipal corporations can- gard the case of Territory vs. Clark,
not be attacked collaterally, as fol- supra, as conclusive of the question
of the" finest
lows:
whether Estancia was the de jure or
"If every municipality must be sub- de facto county seat of Torrance counject to be called into court at any time ty. While language was used in the
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
to defend its original organization and opinion which might be so understood,
AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
LATEST
its franchises at the will of any dis- it must be remembered that the same
satisfied citizen who may feel dispos- was not necessary to a decision of that
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
ed to question them, and subject to case, as it was immaterial whether Esdissolution, or be crippled in authority tancia was de jure or defacto the coun- and powers if defects appear, however
,i
complete and formal may have been
(Continued on PaQe Six.)

Nil
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WATCHES
Eye

Tested and
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,
CtlisnU.

Proorietor.

Wells Fargo & Compan
Express
General Express Forwarders

1

All

Parts of the World.

j

j

TELEGRAPH.

J. 0. BARNES. Aoent.

LIVERY STABLi

j

SURRIES.

CALL UP 'PHONE

SIN6LE

NO. 9

Right

CHAS. CLOSSOW.-

A.

P

Spiegelberg- -

Mia!) ana

I

Mm

Hares ana Goriss

ONLY TWO WEEKS SALE
SPECIAL
Embroideries

V

i White Goods

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
-

Vice-Preside-

r.

OFFICIAL

v

$3.75
2.00
1.00

f
!

I
i

1

IH IC

OllUlllU

J V.

IlVy

HLUlLliVIl

The oldest backirg institution in New Mexico.

,

I-

;

FIRST CLASS

j

$150,000

Transacts a general banking business in all its brandies.

a--

THE
One

d

ft

HOTEL
WLLLLAM VAUGHN

pROP,

of the Best Hotel in the West
Cuisire arid
Table Service

Rent Money

Will

Assistant Cashier.

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sella bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys
sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes
telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any mone7 transmiting agency
public or private! Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate o' three per cent per annum, on six months' or
year's
.time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes al orJers of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and
the principles ol sound bankiog. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

ll

1

B. READ,

-

j

j
'

J,

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- S75.COO

H&e

on the part of any indigent parent or;aS
Woman living in
r vprv tfd
guardian to make this application
propei ty k'i:ps to
t
a
house of her own
Into
.seat
was
of
ever
If
the disclosure of honest poverty is no
county
change
are
There
hundreds of tliitiirs
she would like to do to make her
disgrace, and should be made in all justified by circumstances it was the
i wn
n ore confortnhle
home
Pro-cafrom
cases where such facts exist as to change by the legislature
ii' tractive Bnd pleasant Searlj
an
won
Is a money Raver
to
Torrance
every
to
county.
schol
hoards
furnish
greso
Estancia,
upon
and she will helps ou wonderfully
books for the children of indigent To please the late Colonel J. franco
to tay for a home,
parents or indigent guardians or chil-- Chaves, the legislature when it created1
then. The same law that requires Torrance county, designated Progresc
under severe penalties the attendance ' as the county seat of the new county,
Do
of children upon schools has also Not that Proareso was a town or even
wisely provided the beneficent gift of a settlement but because Colonel
a very desirWe will ell
the working tools to acquire educa- - Chaves' home ranch, with buildings
able hon e on pfcyn ents, which
3
our
rent
morey will nuke
tion by the children of indigent par- considerable distance from the then
on't wait. Ketrin now paying
for your home.
ents and guardians, of children in Santa Fe Central railway, was named
LET US KNPT.MX
When the county was
OfR
every school district, and there is no Progreso.
CONTRACT
Hill CHEAP
on
met
a
officials
the
or
whatever for its violation,
county
ganized,
for failure of parents or guardians to bleak January day on the prairie adGEO. M. KTNSELL
make requisition in the cases stated joining the special train that had
294 San B'rancisco St.
anu
to
station
o
them
facilities
be
with
furnished
the
of,
Progreso
brought
Sunset and evening star.
.
chil-proimmediately after organization
imparting instruction to their
And one clear call for me!
And may there be no moaning at the dren and the children committed to ceeded to Estancia where offices were
established for there was no building
.'
their charge."
bar,
r&'
or place at Progreso where this could
1
When put out to sea.
'be
abaneven
done and the railroad
I
.
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STOCKMEN FOR STATEHOOD.
n w.
o
thp pvt
But such a tide as moving seems to
wellThere has been a more or less
had
Chaves
Colonel
met
legislature
sleep,
founded impression that many stock-- ' died from an' assassin's hand, and
Too full for sound and foam,
men were not as enthusiastically for there was no
fight at all over changWhen that which drew from out the
THE LEADING
statehood as other interests. But if
the county seat to Estancia by leg
boundless deep
ing
there ever was such feeling, it should islative act. There is not much more
Turns again home.
GBOGERS
vanish before the clear exposition of at Progreso today than there Was the
;
or
to
.
statenooa
oenetits
the
day he countv wag organized and it is
Twilight and evening bell.
the stock industry given by Governor
mn. 11n1tnhp uacp for countv
And after that the dark;
And may there be no sadness of fare- Currv in an address to the territorial, seat. It is well therefore that Judge
convention of cattlemen at Albuquer-- Jolm R McFje f(nmd the law to be as
well,
que this week. Says the Albuquerque h(; interpi.eted it in hls
,
When I embark.
Journal very opportunely and wisely: .
nhlisherf on another
n..)ini,in
t
"Governor ; Cutty yesterday intro-Time
of
our
bourne
out
from
Estancia can now go ahead and 8
For tho
duced a new business element into the bujM itg c0urt houge to ,)rovide the
and Place
statehood fight when he called the accommodatios for the district court
The flood may bear me far,
attention of the cattlemen to the op-- j and county offlciais s0 much needed.'
I hope to see my pilot face to face
When I have crossed the bar.
portumty that the satehood bill will j
provide to settle forever the grazing
The American people are a peculiar
land problem at least as far as New
race.
Yesterday, for instance, the
Mexico is concerned. The territory
COMPULSORY EDUCATION.
has received nine million l'hone of the Xew Mexican rang again
''.In view of the fact that children be- acres of the public lands and under and asam to inquire, not, what prog-thBOSS PATENT FLOUR
in
BEST because it
tween the a:res of seven and fourteen
bill creatins the state it is pro-- ' 'ess President Taft is making
zona, or what Cook said about Peary
more
will
acres
that
at
11,000,000
the
in
be
bast results in
not
to
attendance
are reported
gives
why Minister to China Crane was
will mean
This
state.
to
the
be
given
MexiNew
and
bread
any school in this city, the
pastry of any
"What is the score?" Of
practically all of the grazing lands fired, but:
office
the
knew
can prints the following recommenda- that
flour
cm
the
course,
newspaper
you
conbuy.
remain under government
tion of the territorial grand jury at Al- trol. But it should be determined be- - Query referred to the Pittsburg-De-for- e
buquerque that went with the indictthe bill is passed what the gen- - trolt game. The Denver Times day
ment of thirteen parents for refusing eral
contains more Gluten
be in before yesterday gave five columns to
policy of the state will
to send their children to school:
cartoon
and
to
a
in
addition
the
game
which is the very life of
relation to these lands, which, from
we have their character, can never be any- - several pictures, but a scant tnim ot
"4. In our deliberations
to
th? wheat,, and which
inquired very thoroughly into viola- thing but grazing lands and must be a column to President Taft's visit
makes the bread nutritious
tions of the school law, requiring the utilized for grazing if the new state is Los Angeles. There is no other na- compulsory attendance of children be- to reap any revenue from them, tion with a sporting temperament quiteand WHOLESOME
tween the ages of seven and fourteen Should the policv be to have these as absorbed as all that. The champin some private or denominational or lands sold to the stockmen or should ions could play game after game in
public school and we have ascertain- thev be leased to them at an annual Berlin, for instance, and Germany
nother vitally impor-BOSof chil- rental. This is a tremendously im- - would keep cool about it. Neither Italy
ed that the
taut feiture
dren in Bernalillo is most alarming. portant question and Governor Curry nor Spain would bet and worry over
We have returned indictments in a has already been called upon to make tne outcome oi a uaseoau game, anu
PATENT FLOUR is eot
Ktifleient number of cases to indicate recommendations
to Washington in even in France and England there
a
re y free from CELLULOSE
mild
but
curiosity,
to the public that the school law is regard to the matter. He realizes the would be merely
m
else
the
Lnited
States,
violations
all
enforced
the indigestible element
everything
and that
io be
futility of trying to' consult with the
on the part of parents will be pun-- j individual stockmen and has there- - sinks into insignificance today over
of the wheat.
ibhed, and we have requested the dis - fore turned to the organized stock in- - the score between Detroit and Pittstrict attorney to file information in terests for advice as to what will be bprg. Great is the national game,
other cases brought to his attention to the best interests of the most im- of the neglect or parents to send tnetr p0rtant industry of the territory, 'lhe
Seventy well developed .cases of
children to school. We cannot urge sheep interests already have a strong trachoma have been found in the city
too strongly the very great evil that organization and the cattle interests schools of 'Phoenix, Arizona. How
& CO.
H.
exists in the neglect of parents to are in process of organization. Every many such cases are there in Santa
place their children in school for the cattleman in the state should prompt- Fe schools? Trachoma in itself is a
purpose of education. We have been y identify himself with the new stato filth disease but it can be communi- startled by the report handed in of association and len his voice and as- cated to any one. no matter how care- the school census in many of the ' sistance to the solution of these im- - ful or cleanly. Trachoma is an insi- - j
county precincts to find that less nortant nroblems which will mean so dious disease in that its first symp- s generally pass by unnoticed and
of the children of law-- j much of vital importance to the future
than one-hal- f
it
take a year or two or more be
in
are
may
attendance at welfare of the new state,
ful school age
Foley's Honey and Tar clears tha
sufferer notices any discomthe
fore
school. This is a grievous condition.
of
this
the
up
"Incidentally
bringing
air
passages, stops the irritation in
or
be
forts.
It
may
twenty
thirty
disasIt affects human society most
matter makes the statehood Question
the
throat, soothes the inflamed mem- fails
but
his
before
the
trously and it must be corrected. Of- - jof vital importance to every stockman years marines iseyesight
and the most obstinate cough
branes,
as
inevitaiiB nimnct
fending parents must be made to in the state. With the establishment as death unless medical treatment is ' disappears. Sore and inflamed lungs
know that the law requiring the at- - of the new state will come the
healed and strengthened, and
in time. Everv child attending a
of their children in school ing of the stock grazing industry upon eiven
cold is exPellei frm the, system.
the
schools
is
if
the
endangered
public
Is compulsory and that, sereve penal- - ft permanent and profitable basis for
in the
chjl(jren having trachoma are not sep- - Refuse any but the genuine
w
ura
ume
come,
ic
aisu
win
ju
proviue arate4 from the rest. Medical sunei'- - yeiiow pactiage. soia Dy an druggists.
y.u.w.b
'
au oojeci tesson mat may imimaieiy v,s,on of a schoola has beC0me a!
uU.we
and all good citizens to unite in an ef- - lead to the final adjustment of the
The New Mexican can uo printing
but especially in the south- necessity
fort to mitigate this evil by not only grazing land problem in other states west The board of education at San-- ' equal to that done in any of the large
seeing that the law is enforced but and it is certain that the making of ta Fe should follow the example of cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
by persuading neglectful parents to this issue in the statehood fight will the Phoenix board and have a physi- - work we turn out. Try our stock once
place their children in some one of bring a great amount of support from clan examine every child, both as to and you will certainly come again. We
the schools mentioned in the statute, other western states who are now eye. and throat, and segregate all have all the facilities for turning out
We desire to call the attention to struggling with this problem of the ch Idren having trachoma in separate every class of work, including one of
the fact that in all cases in final disposition of the grazing lands." rooms.
the best binderies in the west.
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which such parent or guardian may
j be unable bv; reason of novertv to bus
books for any such school children,
that: Chapter '39 of 'the Laws of the
119th general assembly
entitled "An
act relative to compulsory education
aihi f,o amend Section 1555, Compiled
T.aws "of 1S!7," provides thai, in any
such case it shall be the duty of the
school board of any town, district or
city upon such facts being shown,
to purchase through the county
school superintendent, or through the
district, town or city superintendent
of schools, the necessary books for
the use of said child or children, and
which books are to be loaned to said
child or children to be used during
the school term, the school books remaining the property of the district.
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The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoSB:-- in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amung the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest

CROSSED THE BAR,
Cotdhel Max. Frost, himself, closed
the chapter he wrote in the .history
of New- Mexico. He did so deliberately and planned the close as carefully jitsfc. he had the many incidents
that made the chapter a most important and vital one. He was the leader of those mighty builders who made
the Southwest a good,place for man
to live, and he was not an unworthy
follower of the earlier pioneers who
made the trails and paved the way for
the generations that came after them.
That the New Mexico of today differs
so materially from the New Mexico
of thirty years ago, is due to the
courage, the faith, the work of men
like Colonel Frcst. He was a Titan
someamong those who wrought,
times consciously and oftenest unconsciously, en the structure that will
soon be the Sunshine State. Often
misunderstood, often opposed, he saw
with clearer sight than those around
him the future that destiny held for
the commonwealth and it can be said
that with his death closes an epoch, a
period of preparation which is about
to come to full fruition.
His name
has been carved in New Mexico's Hall
of Fame and there will be no one to
detract a jot or tittle from the credit
that is justly due him as a master
builder.
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THE PRESIDENT'S VISIT.
j
There can be no question about the
708 W 6th St. S.W. Cor. 6th. & i ops Sis
sincerity of the enthusiasm with which
President Ta.it will be greeted in New
Whi'e it is reMexico tomorrow.
'Fir t
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cleanliness 1 v our
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steam heat.
will make him even more zealous in
KATKS ?" day special terms by month.
advocating the immediate admission
fct.Car direct to door.
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to
per-statehood.
of the Territory
M. J Ba K It Y, Prop- sonal visit and inspection by him are
not necessary to convince him that citBOARDING
izenship, patriotism and humanity in EXCHANGE
New .Mexico average up very well
:
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HOUSE
with the same factors in any state of
8. E. CorLer, P aza.
the Union. Reliable statistics are at Mea
o'tc Bard by wpek $6.00
hi; command at the same time showMrs. Willey, Prop
ing that there can he no doubt about
the future growth, progress and pros- perity of (lie Sunshine State norX)f
the fact that in population,, wealth and
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advancement, New Mexico is more
WORK
common
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than'
ever
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ready
wealth before it, to assume the responSand Your laacd y to the
The visittosibilities of statehood.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY "'".'i
morrow Vill merely emphasize - the
will
human side of the proposition and
at Albuquerque.
establish a tie between the chief exeleaves Tuesday,
cutive and the commonwealth that will Ba?ket
have a personal side to it. That Pres- Returns Friday.
ident Taft will bring a message for AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr
which the people are anxiously waiting Barber S "iop;
and which will be very agreeable to P. O.
Phone No 122
BROWN,
them, is anticipated and the chief exeRed
Asrent
cutive whom the Territory esteems and
honors wil hardly disappoint the people of the commonwealth who have so
persistenly fought and so patiently
waited for the fulfilment of the promise of the Treatry of Guadalupe
Hidalgo made more than sixty yeais
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Mr. ami Mrs. Kttgenio H. Baca left
today for El Paso, Texas,
G. W. Chessman, a traveling man
from Denver, is registered at the Pal-- j
ace.
William L. McClure, ;l merchant of
Taos, is in town unlay quartered at
the Claire.
Mrs. Harry S. Clancy is at her home
slowly recovering from a severe at- -

j
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tack
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o'clock, in the bodv of the church, a
public reception will lie tendered him.
i
invited tn be
Trv,,,....n,iv ; o.,,,
A
the
present and greet
number of impromptu addresses will
Iim iiei.ie ;tt'!er whirli the Indies rf the
church wiil serve refreshments and a
general social good time will be had.

Block

ing at the Palace.
noD. t. e. urown ot socorro, was an
arrival in Santa Fe yesterday noon
and remained until this afternoon on
personal business.
SENSATION CAUSED AT
Thomas Holland, a traveling man
ALAMOGORDO)
from Colorado Springs, is in town
visiting the merchants. He is stop- Prominent Otero
Cc.'nty Men Are Inping at the Claire.
United
States
dicted
by
Professor J. E. Clark, superintendGrand Jury.
ent of instruction will leave tonight
for Albuquerque to attend the recepQuite a little excitement has been
tion of President Taft.
stirred
AV. F. Sehutz of New
up at Alamogordo, X. M., by a
York, and B.
V. Warmoll and John E. Cushley of report from St. Joseph, Mo., stating
Denver, are among the traveling men that yesterday the U. S. grand jury at
that place indicted the following prom
registered at the Palace.
Dr. T. C. Rivera has come to Santa inent citizens of Alamogordo on the
Fe from Montoya. Quay county. He cljnige of conspiracy to defraud:
will probably open an office in the Ex- Oliver M. Lee, H. H. Major, R. G. Mullen, Matt A. Gleason, R. M. Nichols
change block.
John W. Sullivan of Hagan, Sando- Charles A. Thompson and Robert R.
val county', where he is superintend- Wade. It is understood that govern
ent of the coal mines, is a business ment land is involved in the matter.
visitor stopping at the Claire.
Gregorio Borrego of Penasco, stopped in Santa Fe yesterday on his way
to El Paso, Texas, where he will witness the meeting of the Presidents. j New York, Oct. 14 Call money
Hon. Solomon Luna returned last strong 4fi ; prime paper 4
v?i 5
evening to Albuquerque, from a busi- Mexican dollars
43; Amal. 80
ness trip to Colorado points, in time Atch. 1213-4- ; X. Y. C. 135
S. P.
to take part in the reception to Presi- 129
U. P. 204
Steel 91.1-4- ;
dent Taft.
!pfd. 127
H. F. Robinson, of Albuquerque, con-- :
New York, Oct. 14. Lead quiet 4.30
nected with the U. S. Indian service, '((4.371-2- ;
copper dull, standard spot
as superintendent of irrigation in 12.25(512.50; silver 51.
New Mexico and Arizona, is a guest
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
at the Claire.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 14 Wheat Dec.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Anaya left this 106
(ft
li
May 106
afternoon for El Paso, where they go
Corn Oct. 60; Dec. 5S
to attend the festivities incident to
Oats Dec. 39
May 42.
the meetins of President Taft and
Pork Oct. 23; Jan. 18.471-2- .
President Diaz.
Lard Oct. 12.10; Nov. 11.80.
Reverend C. F. Lucas, the new pasRibs Oct. 11.05; Jan. 9.72
tor of the St, John's U. E. church,
WOOL MARKET.
in this city, arrived last night with
St. Louis, Oct. 14. Wool firm; terhis family, from Las Vegas. He is ritory and western mediums 23(Li28;
fine mediums 2224; fine 1319.
quartered at the Palace.
LIVE STOCK.
Attorney A. A. Jones and J. D.
Hand, prominent Democrats of Las
Kansas City, Oct. 14. Cattle Re
Vegas, are business visitors in town ceipts 12,000, including 2,000 southhaving arrived on today's noon train. erns. Market steady. Native steers
They are guests at the Claire.
$4.50S.75;. southern steers $3.40
Doctor Edgar L. Hewett, director of 4.85; southern cows. $2.504; native
stockers
the School of American Archaeology cows, heifers $2.255.50;
in this city, has returned from a trip and feeders $3.2005.50;. bulls $2.75
to San Francisco, the northwest and 3.75; calves $3.505S; western steers
Denver, where he delivered lectures on $3.80 5.50; western cows $2.754.75.
the recent discoveries in the cliff
Hogs
Receipts 10,000. Market
weak to 5 lower. Bulk of sales $7.20
dwelling region west of Santa Fe.
packers,
Miss L. Bradley, E. E. Winter and (a 7.50; heavy $7.4007.60;
J. W. Campbell of Tucumcari,
are butchers $7.20 7.75; light $6.9007.50;
visitors in the Capital City today, hav pigs $606.75;
Market
Sheep
Receipts S.OOO.
ing come over from Albuquerque
where Messrs. Winter and Campbell steady. Muttons $4 0 4.75; lambs $5.50
attended the sessions of the grand 07.10; range wethers yearlings $4
SO.
lodge of Odd Fellows.
Campbell is 5.25; range ewes $304.
31
111..
Cattle ReOct.
the editor of the Tucumcari News.
Chicago,
Bert G. Philips, the; Taos artist, ceipts 8,000; market, steady. Beeves
came in on the delayed Santa Fe train $4.1508.75; Texas steers $4.00(55.15;
stockers
from the west last night, and left this western steers $4.2507.25;
e
morning over the D. & R. G. for his and feeders $3.10o.2o; cows and
in Taos. Mr. Philips has been ers $2.1505.80; calves $7.0009.50.
in attendance at rangers school of
Hogs
Receipts 15,000; market
$0,800
the forest service at Flagstaff, after weak to 5 cents lower.
mixed $7.1507.60; heavy $7,100
which he took a few days' vacation
to study the Indian types on the Nava $7.80; rough $7.1007.30; good choice
30 reservation.
heavy $7.3007.80;
pigs $5.50(56-85Governor C. W. Stone vBulk of sales $7.3O07.SO.
of Pennsylvania, and E. D. Wetmore
Sheep
Receipts. 25,000; market
of Warren, Pa., arrived at noon today steady. Natives $2.4004.25; western
$4.4005.40;
coming from Albuquerque where they $2.6504.75;
yearlings
western
were engaged with matters Dertaining lambs, native, $4.2507.10;
to the proposed purchase of the Baca $4.2507.15.
location number
one. situated 35
miles northwest of Santa Fe. The
The New Mexican can do printing
Baca location is heavily timbered and equal to that done in any of the large
is ot great value.
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
'
work we turn out.
Try our stock
RECEPTION TO NEW PASTOR
once and you will certainly come
iAit5 ri.At.fc on gmt. again. We have all the facilities for
Rev. C. F. Lucas of Las Vesas, who turning out every class of work,
recently appointed as the new eluding one of tie best binderies in
pastor of the St. John's M. E. church, the west.
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Fall Models, Pattern and Tailored Hats
In Belts, Collars and
Handkerchiefs etc.

NOVELTIES

j

a Moda Millinery

Phone Black.

Catron Block.
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The Valley Planch

Have you Visited the VALLEY RANCH this year? If not why not? ,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
"great expense and offer the test of home comforts onwith splendid board?
the Pecos this 3 ear was
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season ciosts
October 15th.
A i'e you aware that the grouse1 and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH aas the best tennis court and
dancing floor In the territory.
,

IUMStratea.EajaQ.pilst

J. F. MILLER,

Mgr.

all Information. .
VALLEY RANCH, N. M

siaaeL

T"HE HOME BAKERY
EAST SIDE OP PLAZA.

NOW READY FOR BUSINESS
Order from Us direct, or Phone to the Wiater
Grosary or H. S. Kaane aud Co, uatil our
phone is ii place, L t us have your order for
regaU gds or social order,

fa

4

ati

hi

WIN

COLD WEATHER IS HERE
and we are pep'red fo- - it with the newest
and snappiest line of beautiful furs ever shown
in the city.

so

PRICES RANGING FROM

TO

25.00

We would be pleased to show them to you,
for Avhen you s?e them we know it means a sale.
J ust received also bis; line child rens jickets that
raoge in price .from 2.00 t0 6.0O

Flannel Petticoats

:

jt''ttz
Iiglit

MEN.

WOMEN and

.CHILDREN'S

:

"rprryr
Gowns

THEY ARE NEW AND PRICES RIGHT

w.

N.

T0WNSEND

& CO.

THE RACKCT STORE.

5--

YOUR ATTENTION
TO OUR

URS-FURS--

MARKET REPORT
.1-2-

WE CORDIALLY INVITE

few

atwsmwgMiBBiaw

j

'ir'ii ii'

The Pioneer Life Insurance
of the Southwest
Santa Fe,

sip

!

no. w

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

A M.

The celebrated Hot Blast Down-Draf- t
in the Wilson produces perfect
combustion and the burnable fumes which escape in other heaters, are
consumed in the Wilson, so that every shovelful of coal in
the Wibon Heater will produce 40 per cent more heat than
the same amount of coal in other healers.
No one likes to wa&te montY why throw away 40 per
cent on every dollar you spend for iuei.

new-come- r.

i

yT..oy7.?inTi'?ii

The Colorada

WILSON HE.ATE.R.

this city, arrived In town on last!
night's train, accompanied by his fam- ily. This evening, beginning at seven

W. P. Garside, travelin passenger
agent of the El Paso and Southwestern, came in at noon today register-- ;

Charles Wagner rurmiure w).

No. 10

If you have an
of soft coal
where the small load would be sufficient fuel to produce the same
amount of heat in the

trip.

Leonard, a traveling man from
El Paso, is in town accompanied by
his wife. They are stopping at the
Claire.
David Gorman and wife, of Edith,
Colorado, are among the sightseers in
town. They are stopping at the Coro
nado.

CHAIRS OF ALL KINDS

tsrs

Big
ordinary heater you are buying the big load

lector, left yesterday for Albuquerque
'. .
to attend the Taft celebration,"
' Attorney Benjamin M: Read wont
fa,
Fstancia this attqrnoon on business.;
Hp txjiects to return tomorrow. "
Mrs. 1. A. Rice of Cedar Hill, New
lexico, is a visitor in town today.
She is stopping at. the Claire.
H. H. Dougherty and vife, of
are visitors in Santa Fe today.
They are guests at the Coronado.
Judge John R. McFie left this afternoon for Albuquerque to take part
in the reception to the President.
L. A. Bland of Kansas City, representing a steam heating firm, was a
noon arrival, stopping at the Palace.
H. Maloney and James Maloney of
Manassa, Colo., are guests at the Pal
ace, lhey are here 011 a sightseeing

-

I

Which are You Paying For?
Load or the Little Load.
The

;

C.

Diana WILSON HEATERS
ThO
1
S

i,'W

.uu
nva

a,

R. H. HANNA

rnSHTDRS

j

111,1 T
11. ATatthouhum
iv. II
iiv "

trnvelitii' men ru' nmiv.r
the guests at the Palace.

DIRECTORS
-

j

S.

court business.
.
'live
uli.llll
....,.,
v,,.. W

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000
OFFICERS

tonsilitis.

Hooper of New York, is here
visiting the merchants. He is a guest
at tne palace.
It. C. Speer. lumberman at Truchas.
Rio Arriba county, is in Santa Fe on
.1.

UNITED STATES

of

j

j

IbstractsAbstractsAbstracts

3--

heit-hom-

NEW ABSTRACT DEPARTMEN In connection
with REAL ESTATE k INSURANCE busiaess ;
experienced man in charge.

IF

YOU WANT

A

CLEAR

TITLE TO YOUR PROPERTY,
O- - C- -

WATSON
kSANTA

CATRON BLOCK
PHONE

RED

FE'

&

COMPANY

NEW MEXICO

-

189

f

jgtfM IBWulWMi tit ,,TO

urinK

Pabst

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

DlGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts

Li-sh-

;

1

1

CORRICK CARRIAGE CO.

Haek & Hus Une
120 Sari Francisco St.
Call op 132 Black for Carriages.

THE

SIX.

PAGE

flew Mexico Central Railroad; Time Table
KKA U

PASS'K

ll.b
Zti'.

P-

" 22

..41
. t t,Z
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"

"
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0

1(6

ue

!

i

p. m.

til
1169
i

j:STx

:9

USO
1543

p.

i.

220

Citv "
St. I.ouls "
"
Ciilfago
"
HI Paso
Los Angeles "
."Mexico City
Lv
Ar iloswell
'

j

"iLOOj

in.

;.00

"

Ton lines

9.30
7.35

a. .
a. m,11.45
a- - in.
8.00
p. m. 7.00

"

(Vdiu-va-

.,

i

Kan-a-

2.36
2.11
'..15
12.4.)
11.35
ll.o,"

"
"

Kstiiufiii
Will:, nl

s

"
"

317

"

i
,

5.25 p. 111.
"
4.22

Kniu

Ar

"

I'"
"
a. m.

',
10.00 P, III.
'
9.00
1.15

7.013
6,01
6.317
6.204
6. US

9.15 a. m.
6 00

6' 00

p.m.
a in.

Clsire.
Thomas Holland, Colorado Springs;
B. C. Speer, Truchas; W. L. McClure,
Taos; H. F. Robinson, Albuquerque;
C. Leonard and wife. El Paso; Mrs. I.
A Rice,. Cedar Hill, X. M.; T. O'Leary,
Pueblo: John W. Sullivan. Hagan; F.

6.0M3

6.0S(i
6.244
6.430-

-

780
600
602

w.35

.

Pen ver.

3,700
,363
'1,349

Johnson, chama.

Norman, die.
T. W. Scott. G. B. Scott, J. K. Scott.
Rock Monte Vista; J. B. Stephen, Denver;
the C. B. Estes, L. Dasnold. Stanley.

SI,

n

tanica.

i

LOUIS HOCKV

o

mil

CANON

ML &

CITY SAVES
APPLE CROP.

Schools and Business Suspended
to Enable Every One to Go to
Orchards and Pick Fruit.
14.
All
Oct.
Canon City, Colo..
and
Canon City suspended business
turned out to do battle with Jack
Frost in the hope of saving the apple
at
cro pof Fremont county, valued

All

PcCi fic

Railway

Comoany.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No

1,

DAILY
I

00
10 12
10 35
19 50
II 05
11 20
11 45
12 20
12 45
30

a.
a.
a.
a.
a
a.
a.

m.
m.
m.
m,
ra.

Miles From
De Moines
0

Miles From

STATIONS.
Moines
Lv.Des
"

Raton

"N;M"

" Kumaldo,
Dedman
"
Oapalln
V1u
. Thompson

-

Arr,
Lv.

49
46
88
82
29
24
18

nearly $1,000,000. The weather
caster sent out a warning of a killing
frost and an appeal went up from the
Merchants' Association calling on
men, women and even children to
help the orehardists to save their
fore-

No

21

daily:
30 p.
16 p.
56 p.
86 p.
26 p.
66 p.
30 p.
56 p.
80 p
25 p.
12 05 p.
11 40 a.
11 06 a'

6
6
4
4
4
8
8
2
2
12

in,
m.
m.
m.
in.
m.
m.
in.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

the only

rem-

ALAN

COLLEGE

MEN

IN

L

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Recommunication
gular
first Monday of eacs
month
at
Masoni
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
Worthy Master.
McCORD. Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter

No. 1,
Regular convocation second Monday o
v
each month at Masenie
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRAXDALL, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
R.

per bottle. Book of value to
all expectant mothers mailed free.
The Bradfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.
.00

OPINION IN ESTANCIA FIGHT.

SOCIETY

MAtCNiC.

edy which relieves women of
much of the pain of maternitv:
this hour, dreaded as woman's severest trial, is not oniy made less painful, but danger is avoided by its use. Those who use this remedy are
no longer despondent or gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distress
ing conditions are overcome,
and the system is prepared for
the coming event. "It is worth
its weight in gold," say many
who have used it.
$1

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu the
Island Golden State Limited, the fin est train in th eWest," making
Coronado.
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
Gorman
David
and wife, Edith, Col.;
all
of the world.
Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents
steamship
T. D. Rhine, Estancia: B. L. Hart, Sil- lines. Information gladly furnished.
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent
Laughlin Bldg. verton; H. H. Dougherty ana wite, lis- i

Mother's Friend is

14, 1909.

FRATERNAL

Becoming a mother should be a
source of joy, but the suffering
incident to the ordeal makes
its anticipation one of dread.

R. H. Mat-

thew, Denver; C. F. Lucas and family,
Las Veas; H. Maloney. James
ti. W. Chessman,
Manassa;

DAILY

Santa Fe Ar
dy Lv
Stan If y
Moriniy "
Mclnio-l-

Lv

"
" a.ia
" T2ti
" 8,wj

'lis

W. Laws, Denver;

Ma-lone-

L45
2.49
4.10
4.49
5.14
5.39

"

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

Palace.

John

ALT.

PASSli

STATIONS

daily:

FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

RKAD UP

'WN

i

SANTA"

CONVENTION.

A.

M.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
14. In an ampitheatre
national
a
J&is 1. K. T. Regular conclave
representing
presidential
fourth Monday In
ty seat of that county, the result convention wigwam, with flags waving
eack
xrv-- un
would be the same under the circum- and rival college yells
month at Masonic Hall at
and songs,
men and women from forty colleges 7:30 p. m
stances of that case.
The motion to quash is sustained, ana universities will be selected as
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
permanent injunction will be denied, the guests of the University of Washand the temporary injunction hereto- ington. The visitors will be enter
fore issued will be quashed at plaint- tained with a great luncheon, a ball
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. I,
and a vaudeville performance, in 14th
iff's costs.
degree. Ancient and Accepted
inwhich
star
the
of
each
It is so ordered.
performer
Scottish
Rite of Free Masonry meets
stitution of learning will appear in on
the third Monday of each month
'"head-liner- "
A
cane
his
stunt.
rush, at 7:30 o'clock in
If people with symptoms of kidney
the evening 1b
or bladder trouble could realize their the annual struggle for supremacy be- Masonic
south
side of
Hall,
g
tween
of
the
and
"freshies"
"sophs"
danger they would without loss of
y
Scottish
Masons
Rite
are
A
of
Washington.
time commence taking Foley's Kidney the University
invited to attend.
will
be
the
specparade
calithumpian
Remedy. This great remedy stops the
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
pain and the irregularities, strength- tacular attraction of the day.
Venerable Master.
ens and builds up these organs and
HEXRY
F. STEPHENS 32,
there is no danger of Bright's disease OLD AGE BEGINS
Secretary.
AT FORTY-FIVYEARS.
or other serious disorder. Do not disregard the early symptoms. Sold by
8. P. O. E.
all druggists.
New York, Oct. 14. Accordins to
Fe
Santa
No. 460, B. P. O. B.,
Lodge
L.
the Rev. Charles
Goodell, pastor of
WESTERN GROWERS CRWD- Calvary Methodist Episcopal
church, holds its regular session on the secING EASTERN PRODUCERS. old age
begins at 45 years and from ond and fourth Wednesdays of eaci
month. Visiting brothers are invite
that age a man is in his decline.
DAVID KNAPP.
Unless Latter Improve Their Methods
"The human body is a furnace which and welcome.
Exalted Ruler.
and Raise Their Standards They
score
under
blast
three
keeps
years
Will Be Driven Out of Markets.
and ten or more or less," said Dr. ' J. D. SENA. Secretary.
Spokane, Wash.. Oct. 14. "We take Goodell in his sermon. "Then the fire
s
off our hats to the western
slackens and life declines; when itj
Knghts of Pythias.
and recognize the wonderful qual- goes out we are dead. The amount of
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
ities of their product. "Unless eastern combustion increases up to 30 years Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
growers improve their method of fruit-- ! remains stationary to 45 and then Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
- Fgrowing, improve their packing, im- - when it begins to diminish, the old age
hall, San Francisco St. Visit- prove their product and raise their 0f tne body begins
ing Knights invited to attend.
standard they will, to a larse extent,
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
,
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
be driven out of the markets of the
.
a ink Pain
tablets- Dr. Shoop's
...nij
,.,rf,. i.,.it "
The foregoing is contained in a stop Headache, womanly pains, any
The seals and record book? for nostatement by Simon. Shuttleworth & pain, anywhere, in 20 minutes sure. taries
public for sale bv the New
on
Zbc
tne
box.
Ask vour
French company of New York, im- - formula
Mexican Printing Company at very
or
about
doctor
formula
this
druggist
nmtprs and exrlorters of fruits, with
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporit's fine. Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
houses in London, Liverpool, Man- ated companies are also handled. Call
Chester, Paris, Glasgow, Hamburg and
at or address the New Mexican Printa
large
Antwerp, to be published in
ing Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
number of trade journals in the eastern and New England states.
TO
W. M. French, treasurer of the firm,
CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO
who has forwarded a copy of the state- California, Arizona, New
(Continued

From Page Three.)

Seattle, Oct.

Plaza-Visitin-

cor-diall-

E

fruit'.
The schools were closed, banks
!.'
locked their doors and business was
m"
"
m.
at a standstill. In the orchards thouUannlngham
Ollfton House Junction
,7
p. m.
sands of people worked picking the
m.
Arr,
Arr.
p.
0
RATON N M
Lv.
t p. m.
Lv.
from the trees. The fruit was
apples
"
a 60 p. m.
7
42
Lv
Ollfton House Junction
thrown to the ground under the trees
54 15 p. ra,
18
49
Preston
28
4 45 p m.
58
Koehler
and covered and only an extraordi' "
11 15 a.
20
4 55 p. in.
68
Koehler J not.
88
15 50 p. m.
U0 15 a.
63
nary cold spell will injure it now.
Oolfax
41
8 15 p, m.
9 43 a.
77
Oerrososo
Timely advice to apple growers will
25
9
6 35 p. m.
a.
Lv.
Arr
83
OIMARRON N. M.
7 08
be given in the next issue of the week7 60 a.
A.rr.
Lv.
p. m.
60
7 40 a.
88
N. M.
Lv
,. 10 p. m.
Nasfc
ly publication of the Colorado Agri"
7. 23 p. m.
58
7 25 a.
89
Harlan
7 00 a.
7. 45 p. m.
cultural college relative to the hand94
:"
Ute Parte
ling of the crop still on the trees
( Connects with
E. P. A 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawton, N when the first fall snow storms come.
In an article by Professor E. R. Ben- M., 6:15 p. m.
Connect with E. P. & t. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M., nett, head of the horticultural department, it is stated that the neavy loss
1:55 a. m.
suffered by growers in October three
f Stage for van Hcuten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
ran in a orpsit mpaciirA hp.
C. 4. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines a follows: irntipc Qtrn
by
prompt action.
prevented
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
Professor Bennett says that, as snow
No. 1, :0i a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
covers the ground to a depth of two
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. co tour incnes, me iruu suouia. ue uikwill
snow
The
trees.
en
the
from
W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
A S. at Des Moines, E. P AS
break the fall of the apples to' preNorthw-ster- n
Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
vent bruising, and will cover them
Cimarron, N. M., is depot frr the following points In New Mexico: Ocato,
and keep them from damage during
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
follows Ocis
In
New Mexico: Arroyo the freeze that invariably
Ute Park, N. M.,
depot for following points
snow storms in Colorado. He
tober
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
eeco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Cerro,
declares that from 50 to 90 per cent
Questa, Ranches d Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
of the fruit thus shaken from the
W. A. GORMAN.
trees will remain as good as though
J. van HOUTEN;
fi. J. DEDMAN.
dent of the National' Apple Show, Inc.,! Mexico, Mexico the North- hand picked.
Superintendent V Ores, and Gen Mgr Gen Pass- - Agent
says in a letter that his company will
west etc
RATON. N. M
enter exhibits of New York State
RATON, N. iW.
via
BOTH BOYS SAVED.
RTON, MM.
One way Colonist Tickets on sale
Louis Boon, a leading merchant of Baldwins, Spies, Greenings, Newtown
New Mexico Central Bailroai
September 15 to October 15,
Norway, Mich., writes: "Three bot- Pippins and Kings in competition for
08 incll'sive.
in
tourist
Accepted
&
eastern
the
special,
Denney
tles of Foley's Honey and Tar abso- the
BlePerB
Pment of Pullman fare.
lutely cured my boy who was so Til Company special and single box class-- ; j Only a few
October 15th and 10th
points shown below.
with a cold that the doctors gave him es
Fot
infor-shor- t
t0
other
and
Pints
'.far
He adds that while in Virginia, a
up, was cured by taking Foley's
latlon about the liberal stop-ove- r
Meeting of Presidents
priv- time ago, he heard considerable
Honev and Tar." Nothing else is as
see
accoea, pnone, write of
safe and certain in results Sold by talk about apples being sent from the ueges
Taft and Diaz $13.40
B3.6
all Druggists.
Old Diminion to the show in Spokane,
and was also advised that districts in Ls Angeles
Good returning Oct. I8th
other parts of the south will be repre- - San Francisco
FIVE DAYS OF FUN.
oo
Ban
in
outside
various
sented
classes
the
With all the pageantry of the sunPasadena
ny South the Nat Reiss Southern the carload competitions, in which th
November 1st. to 7th.
Sacramento
in
and
the
are
$1,000
gold
Carnival Company comes to town for sweepstakes
San
.
Jose
El Paso Fair and
five days, beginning Tuesday,. Oct. 19. title of apple king.
Mr. French says that the statement, Santa Barbara
This company stands for all that is
best and beautiful in the Carnival from which the extracts at the open- Fresno
Exposition $13.40
ing of this article were made, was pre- class of amusement attractions.
Tickets and sleeding car space
Good
returning Nov. 8th
The company carries three great
be had bv applyn to
TO THE EAST & NORTH
free attractions, includins Maxima, lation among growers and consumers may
Train arrives in El Paso
famous diving dos, which jumps at of apples in eastern and New England
H S. LUTZ.
Now in effect Via
8 a. w. In time for
will from a ladder seventy feet in states. The full text follows:
good day
"We are in sympathy with tne Na
Sig
height into a life net.
Santa
Fe,
MEXICO
HEW
The dog and pony circus is a show tional apple show, which will be held
P. LYNG,
of itself within a show. In this fea- for the second time Spokane, from No- N. Mex.
City Freight & Passenger Agent
ture there are twelve trained Shet- vember 15 to 20. To such an extent do
E.
land ponies that do anything etaeta we approve of it that our New York
aginable but talk. They tell the time firm has sent several barrels of the!
of
day, select colors, do sums in arith- best New York state apples that could
A. N BROWN
For full particuUrs,
metic, and in fact they seem to he be obtained, to be exhibited, and
P. & S. W.
G, P. A.-- K,
Address
El Paso Texas.
ponies with human brains. This fea- show to the thousands of persons who
ture is one that appeals to children will visit the show that, in spite of the '
tact that the great northwest produces
and parents alike.
And then the dogs. You must see the handsomest apples in the world,
them, too. They are trained to the 'li'tle old New York' is not yet out of
highest point of perfection in ani- the running when it comes to produc- mal life. In this act Senator Vest's
apples of quality, flavor and ap-- j
famous tribute to the "greatest friend pearance.
L,
"Whether we win any prizes does
of man" is brought home to you in
concern
us.
not
We
our
are
a hundred intricate tricks of performdoing
little mite to uphold the dwindling repance.
The roped arena is one of the fea- utation of eastern apples.
"We take off our hats 10 the westtures that is unsurpassed. MarvelPRESIDENT TAFT WILL BE THERE OCT. 15th
and recognize the
ous exhibitions from fllying trapezes, ern apple-growefrom dizzy heights.
Hand and foot wonderful qualities of their product.
Tickets will be on sale Oct 9chtol6th.
balancing, and the funny clowns that Unless eastern growers improve their
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Returnilimit, Oct. 18th
have and always will be the delight methods of fruit growingfi, improve
their package, Improve their product,
Montana, Nevada, Oregm, and Washington.
of children, young and old.
j
The circus is a feature by itslef. and raise their standard, they will, to
Two exhibitions are given daily under a large extent, be driven out of the
AZ
TAFT-D- I
MEETING
one canvas seperate and distinct from markets of the world by the western
El Paso October 15th.
a score of other phenomenal and fruit.
"The national apple show is a great
fantastic features and events that are
Institution, doing a great work for the
carried in connection.
1
There is one admission fee only for apple industry of the world in general
Via
each event Everything is just as a"d of the great northwest in partic
Round Trip from Santa Fe, Dates of sale. Oct. 14 15 16
represented no more, no less. The u)ar- - We hope it will he fraught with
Return Limit, Oet. 18th
best attractions from
the world th success it deserves and with great
amusements resorts are carried by rn'l lasting benefits for all concern-thNat Reiss Southern Carnival Com- MASONIC MEETING
Ren H. Rice, secretary-manage- r
pany.
of
the organization, said the foregoing
Albuquerque N M Oct. 18-2- 3
Still in effect to all
A ciever, popular Candy Cure Tab- - shows the interest that is beins mani'
let called Preventics is , being dis-- ! fested all over the country in the compoints.
pensed by druggists everywhere. In a ing apple show, adding:
few hours, Preventics are said to break
"There is keen interest all over the
Round Trip from Santa Fe, On sale Oct 15th to 23rd.
For farther Information make inquiry of
any cold completely. And Preventics, continent, and we are all but snowed
Return limit Oct. 25th. 1909,
being so safe and toothsome, are very under with correspondence, and enF. H. McBKIDE, Aeat, or W. D. SHEA, T. P. & P. A.
fine for children. No Quinine, no lax- tries are coming in by every mail. Our
See the President at
fin
SANTA FE. N. M.
ative, nothing harsh nor sickening. chief problem this year will be to proBox of 48 25c. Sold by Stripl5ng-Bur-row- s
vide space for all the exhibits. There
1
Co.
i
will be hundreds of them."
11
18
20
25
81
42

'

fruit-grower-
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El Paso, Texas
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i

VISIT
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Paso's

fair
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1st to 7th

LOW SUMMER RATES
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013

CENTRAL

P.&S.W.

tit-seei- ng.

J.

j

and Rock Island

I

j
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1909

U-16TE-

$3.45

$3.45

$3.45

$ 3.40

$13.40
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GOVERNOR SPEAKS

cot in their heavy stick work,
Alderete at will. That young
was pulled off the rubber by
Manager Waddel and retired to the
bench, being replaced by Powell. Zing-erl- e
was not relieved, however, until
four runs had been made off his de
livery, (lard opened up the third by
getting hit on the crazy bone and walked 10 first. Dan Anderson singled and
G. Parson got to first on a fielder's
choice, with Gard sate at third on

!lads
j

10

STOGKHAN
i

Points Out Benefits
of Statehood to

l

Zingeiie's error.

Bardenelli waited
for the wide ones and was deadheaded,
forcing Gard home.
McCarthy then
electrified the Socorro rooters by
smashing a ringing Texas leaguer over
short, scoring Anderson and Parson.
Owens got a pass and Bardenelli

Them
DUKE

CITY

JJOWMS

WIH6ATE

socred on a fielder's choice.
In

Bateball and Races Continue
Features at Territorial
Fair.

their half

of

the third, the

Socor-

mm ppiip nr

Early in the game, the Gray?
discovered the secret of Kramer's
curves and he was pounded for a Uftl IIHOlfUO
grand total of sixteen hits. In the
third and fourth innings the soldiers
played quite consistent ball and
SOUTHWEST
blanked the local. In all the other
innings, however, it was pretty much
of a swatfest for Albuquerque and the
cavalrymen were kept busy turning
somnersaults and doing other acrobatic stunts in on effort to field the
hits. The Grays played an errorless
game, while the army men succeeded
in lessening their chances of winning
considerably by making nine errors,
most of them at critical times, when
misplays meant runs. The feature of
the game was the pitching by Weeks. TOWN GROWS
NIGHT
The tall lanky boy held the soldiers
JVEH
to one scratch hit and an even dozen
succumbed to his bewildering array
of mixed curves. Weeks served the Land of Big Red Apple and
soldiers with every Imaginable kind
Bumper Alfalfa
of a ball from the slow ice cream
ball to the
Crops.
curve, recently invented by the Albuquerque
lad. One of the high lights of the
Where the bald, naked prairie was
contest was a great three base hit only one
year aso, it seems almost imby Pettus of the Grays who hoisted a possible to the
ordinary mind to con- v t
l tt civ
l ll v HtilU OUU SI1U
J
tceive that a prosperous town has been
ders of the left fielder. Pettus did built
up on the plains, eighty miles
not stop at third but rushed home
from
a railroad., with a national bank
like a house on fire and hit the dirt,
catch- with a capitalization of $25,000, with
where he was tabbed bv
er for the soldiers. Kaiser failed s,lWril,'l K,ock of ?29,500, Such is
,lle Prosperous plains town
to freeze on to the ball, however, andjth(' cas'
in Eddy county, just
Pettus was declared safe at the plate, of
flom th(1 Chaves county line,
after he had been called out by
pire Derrick, who failed to see the!nin('lv wiles southeast of Roswell.
catcher drop the horsehide.
There was not a th'.ng at Lovington
The Fort Wingate lads arp cloan & year u.o, and today thpre are'lilack-anclever ball players all right smith shops, livery stable, feed store,
enough, but they were simply out-- ' a R0(((1 hotel and rooming house, new
matched by the more experienced and (lru;r store m.:u.in!? completion, the
more clever men on the Albuquerque bni(,ln!,
whlch will nls0 be occu.
team'
pied by the postofflce.; There are two
Santa Fe and Wingate crossed
mereantllp (stab)ishmentSi
played.
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family can live and enjoy health. h.i;-- j
piness, prosperity and the luxuries of,
life if you know of such a place
would yon go there and live? Yon can'
find these conditions in the I'ecos val-- !
ley, where exists the most perfect ss-- j
teni of irrigation, Irrigation means' Furnished r
Mrs. L A. Harvey.
.sure crops
of tlx uncer'aint tes
FOR RENT, OR SALE A gooft
cut out.
Tile two essential factors in inina typewriter, J. I). .Sloan.
tion are first, the water, and
J FOR RENT Fin i.islu-- room, bath,
. se
land that is level or nearly so.
1.
I'hon.
ligh
two essentials can be luimd i: conin
n
valabundance
Pec
junction
SALE- .!. rsev
nv with calf
ley of New Mexico. The 'mildii
of
eW M.
ditches to cany the wate: onto in- 10 das old, H
land, and the placing of the ja n
t.
Ad- i.
FOR RENT K
.shape for crops, are both
sim.
Mrs. s. !?. S ;n rlaiif! 'ii" Chap- dress
and can be grasped and thorough,
understood by any practical fanner, al- tile st reef
ter paying a visit to one of the farms
near the city of Roswell now under ir T: SELECT HOARD AM) ROOMS
use desiring saute phone Black 10.
l igation.
R
onable terms: near c ipitol.
in Artesian Belt.
This Is possible in the artesian bell
WANTED, a position by a house-o- f
the Pecos valley. It is this wonder-- keeper of experience, middle aged,
ful and well regulated artesian system t American lady,
ood cook.
Call at
that makes Chaves county, and also;-!- - Palace ave.
portions or Eddy county, stand apart!
from all other irrigated sections of tb
FOR SALE -- A house composed or
United States. This fertile fanning! five rooms,
roof, on a lot nine!;.--anfruit growing section is destined nine feet front, in one of the most de-tbecome the greatest, in this county sirable locations on Palace avenue,
have been many inquiries a.
u.re of Francisco LMaudo, at the De!-tthe sources of this water supply in j gado Shoe Co.
the Pecos valley. Roswell and the
.
Pecos valley have in different parts
liOVS! GIRLS: COLUMBIA BICYthree sources of water supply for irri- CLE FREE! Greatest offer out. Get
gation. Besides artesian wells, there your friends to subscribe to our magaare, second, the ditches taken out of zine and we will make you a present
North and South Spring and Berrendo of a $40 Columbia Bicycle the best
rivers, and third, the Hondo reservoir, made. Ask for particulars, free ont- constructed by the United States gov- fit. and circular telling ' How to Start'
l
ernment. All of these three depend Address "The Bicycle Man,"
upon the rainfall in the mountains to East 22A Street, New York City, N. Y.
the west of them. So that the permaWANTED
Success
nency of one supply is as fully assured
Magazine
wants an energetic and responsible
as either of the other two.
The artesian system of the Pecos man or woman in Santa Fe to collect for renewals and solicit
new
valley of New Mexico stands today un
full or spare
during
subscriptions
paralleled and without a counterpart. time. Experience
unnecessary. Any
It is the only system where the source
one can start among friends and acof supply can be clearly traced, the
quaintances and build up a paying
permanency of which is assured and and permanent business without capwhose boundaries
are absolutely ital. Complete outfit and instructions
known.
free. Address "VON" Success MagaPicture to yourself a vast under- zine, Room 10.1, Success Magazine
ground reservoir or lake some sixty Building, New York City, N. Y.
miles long and ten miles wide. Wall
this in on the east by a range of hills For crlsne88 aml delicious flavor the
against which a river traces its course pPC0S valley ot.Wv f.at) not
....n,.,,
south; on the south by a great dikejand it is hard t0 HurpasR tbe canta- uhuhu ui) uunng some tipneavat oi iou,,(,s ali itermelons raised in this
piemstonc nines; .".na on tne west Ly section.
the gradually rising hills ot a mountain
range. Seal this all over with an im-

WANT

ur

ro team turned the tables and pounded out three In that inning, four in the
fourth and one in the fifth, the wins
ning run in the fifth being made on
two wild heaves, one by Owen, at
Albuquerque, N. M.. Oct. 14 Half sort, and the other by L. Anderson, at
annual fair is over third. Both men pegged high to first,
of the twenty-nintand if yesterday's big crowd is an in- forcing in the run. In the third Clancy
111"
dex the three remaining big days are walked, Kirchman singled and Galloattendfor
records
to
the
smash
fielder's
on
likely
choice, Clancy
zy a
way got
ance. Yesterday was another day of scoring, but Kirchman was thrown out
perfect weather. The crowds began at the plae. Powell sinsled, which
moving to the fair grounds shortly af- scored Galloway and Powell scamperter one o'clock and the grand stand ed home on a hit by Donovan. In the
toward the middle of the afternoon fourth Graham walked and made secwas practically filled. It was an- ond on a passed ball. Whittle singled
s
other enthusiastic crowd, out to be and Graham scored. Dow made a two
amused and to have a good time and base hit which scored Whittle. Clancy
from all indications it had it. The reached first on L. Anderson's error at
baseball was a far improvement over third and Kirchman singled, scoring
Tuesday's game and the racing was Dow and Clnacy, netting four runs in
quite as good as on the opening day the inning. In the fifth Whittle hit to
of the meeting.
The cavalry parade short and made second on Owen's wild
and maneuvers were again a favorite throw to first. L. Anderson, at third,
attraction with the spectators and the threw Dow's grounder fifty feet over
I ......
p.
r
.K,
r,..
i...:
program as a whole was as good as first base and Owen waltzed home tOday.
could have ben desired.
the father of the plains town, and the
bringing in the winning run. But for
Some indication of the crowd that the errors by the Santa Fe infield in ' BEGINNING THE EIGHTEENTH
Lovingtnn Mercantile Company, owned
F EXISTENCE.
YEAR
will be in Albuquerque on President's the fifth, the game would undoubtedly
by .1. W. and E. M. Caudell.
The First. National bank of Loving-today, became evident yesterday. All have gone another inning, and postrains into Albuquerque were crowded sibly several more would have been Tickets New On Sale at Fischer's
oyened for business October 1 in
Drug Store The Opportunity
and last night's trains brought big necessary to decide the game.
its new building. The president is
May Not Present Itself Again.
e
Oscar Thompson, an
delegations particuarly from northern Stockgrowers Establish Headquarters.
cowman,
band is .iust beginning with Jefferson D. Hart, one of the best
The
Sousa
New Mexico.
j
conAs a result of the second annual
me eignteenm year or its eX1sience 1nown stocknion in the southwest as
Today is Albuquerque day. It is the vention of the New Mexico Stockgrowmade during that
a
one
Evervone in this
not
and
when
every
ers Assoication which closed here and the record has
day
pays
one. Its tion of tnp ,(,n.Uorv is
is a remarkable
acquainted with
pass is recognized, whatever its nature yesterday, the assoication will open
to an
who has 1)(pn ,iving here or
and no matter who holds it. Even the permanent headquarters in Albuquer- achievement sail testify
devotion to work, a catholicity ;tWentv-onvears. coining from Dallas
newspaper reporters will have the un- que, with a paid secretary in charge. flagging
of
in matters musical, a compre- - coumv Toxas. He hil8 bwn in the
taste
a
as
usual hardship of paying fare and
It is the purpose of the assoication to
result the gate receipts will be swelled
more closely with the na- - hensive knowledge of his art, excep- cattlt, busines8 wep sin0(, he has been
a
as
a
tional
decinlinarian.
capacity
in this (.0llntrv. H m;lUes his home
remarkably. It was the big program tional and other state associations. keen
of public taste, and ar Lovin-to- n.
appreciation
and often visits Fort
of the fair at the park.
H.
was
Webster of Cimarron
George
to me otner emtractensucs mat go u,Vn,.,h
.vw0 i, ,,u ,.,.
n.,iw
A.
Clemens
E.
and
Socorro
and
president
appeared
Albuquerque
successSousa
a
of
make
John
Philip
resentatives.
sesin baseball, recognized
as the two of Maglalene secretary. Today's
ful man of affairs as well as an artist
There are nearly H00 school children
strongest teams in the tournament. sion was taken up chiefly with ad- - of unsual and well merited distinction.
at Lovingtnn. and the citizens have not
The Albuquerque Derby and the Bull dresses of representatives of the graz- Both as
composer and conductor John (leitt,nded on a boml isslle for a publlc
Durham $1,000 stock race were the ing department of the national forest.
Sousa has been decognized scbool buildin as lbe
I'hilip
n)0nov bas been
features of the racing card. There service.
the world as the represen - raised bv l)r,vate subsci.jptkn. The
throughout
stunts
cow
were cavalry drills,
Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows.
boy
tative American musician ana nis su- material is now being placed on the
and a push ball game which was put
The New Mexico grand lodge of Odd perb military marches have won for
for the erection of a modern
on early in the afternoon. It was the Fellows closed
its annuel encamp- him the soubriquet of "The March ground
school
ofbuilding.
ever
amusement
program
biggest
ment here this morning after a three King." No other composer has so
There are telephone connections
fered here and it was a winner.
days' session. Frank Tallmade of large and enthusiastic a following, and with Midland, Tex., to Fort Worth,
Trades Display Parade.
was
elected
Hagerman
grand
Carlsbad, Artesia, Roswell and
j Tex.,
The feature of the proceedings down
patriarch; C- L. Hubbard of Deming,
other
connecting points. Mail contown was the trades display parade, grand
warden; N. E. Stevens of Alnections are made daily by automobile
which moved at 10 o'clock this morn- buquerque, secertary and W. W. Ogle
line to Midland, Tex., and Carlsbad,
ing. The carnival attractions will be of Roswell,
The
grand treasurer.
the mail service being prompt and saton the boards as usual both this mornin this
grand lodge will
isfactory.
ing and tonight.
city next October.
The townsite of Lovington was esJudging the Displays.
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 13. Three
tablished just about one year ao by
Today also is judge's day. Every hundred stockmen of New Mexico
C. M. Burks.
Dr. A. A. Dearduff, who
thing in the fair which is competing hear(, Governor Currv p w Tomlin- came
Pecos
to
the
valley eight years
for a prize was adjudged. A. B. Stroup, gon o National Uve Stock Associa.
of tuberculosis,
ago
supposedly
dying
superintendent of exhibits, received a t,0Di and Fred p Johnson of lhe Colo.
took to the open life of the plains, and
of
names
last
the
judges
long list of
radQ assoclation ure organization in
is now thoroughly recovered, and he
mgnt ana an oi ine juuge suu ieu the second session of the stockmen's
owns the drug store at Lovington, with
their inspection this morning following convention here this morning. GoverW. E. Gardner, the firm being Dear-dufthe trades display parade. Different nor Curry pointed out the vast im& Gardner.
sets of judges were chosen for each
of organization among the
DAMASCUS OF SOUTHWEST.
portance
It is expected that the stockmen in dealing with
competition.
William Jennings Bryan who was at
questions no other musical roganization has
awards will be announced tonight'
the public domain and
Roswell
concerning
several weeks aso, renamed
Yesterday's crowd at the fair urged the cattlemen to get together be- given pleasure to so many millions of this city, which is the center of the
toat
home
abroad.
music
and
lovers
grounds and the big crowd on hand
hind the movement for statehood,
The Sousa hand has made no less fertile Pecos valley' of southwestern
day assure the success of the fair. The showing them how much their inter- semi-annuconcert New Mexico, when 'he said: "I have
than t.Mrtv-fou- r
program for Friday, although it will be
l)een impressed with the location of
orEraniz
Tbe
in
America
tmira
jrreat
he
will
the
in
the
morning,
presented
o Pres.
Con
re
al
t
The
Roswell. It is like Damascus in one
on
.
nnrl wl" be well WOrtn .
ation has crossed the continent
full
.
nrnirram
n... vwa--ident George H. Webster, Jr., of Cim- The ancient city stands near
rer.pect.
besides
it
which
is
the
be
will
occasions,
seeing while a special feature
was read and showed the organ- - eight
arron,
a
where
river gushes out from
great
nmsicad organization that has
made of Saturady's program and the
condition witll only
jzation
the mountains. Roswell has three rivflourishing
,
crowd-invaded
be
countries,
foreign
whole list of attractions will
successfully
lncreasing membership,
not once, but four times, winning uni ers rising near and one flowing
ed in. so that the closing day of the fair
Tne Races.
i not nnlikelv to furnish the best pro- versal and unstinted praise from aiij through her streets I shallN. think of
C
owned-bM., but
J.
your city not as Roswell,
Rouss, Jr., contintnetal critics.
Nancy C,
ram nf thpm Qn
' of
as
Damascus
Southwest."
of
the
the
El Paso, Tex., won first money in
atchief
been
musical
It has
the
'
Santa Fe Defeated Again.
Roswell, which is a growing and
the 2:19 nace in the ooeninsr program traction a.t eight great expositions,
In a five innig exhibiton game at the of the Xew Mexico air race meeting
thriving
metropolitan and cosmopoliat
the World's Fair
Chicago; the
fair grounds yesterday afternoon, the yesterday afternoon in a sensational
San Francisco; the tan city of 10,000 inhabitants, has alat
Fair
Socorro club worsted the Santa Fe finish with Coinetta, owned by J. Mon-ohaCotton States Exposition at Atlanta; ways been known as the Peal of the
team after a hard fight by the score of
of Pueblo. Miss Edgar, owned the Enort Enosition at Philadeluhia: Pecos, and the added tribute by the
8 to 7.
The cavalrymen from Fort by Clay
Haley, of Pueblo, won sec- the Universal Exposition of 1900 at 8reat commoner is duly appreciated
were
scheduled to play Santa ond money, losing the last three heats
Wingate
the citizens of the Pecos valley.
Paris; the
Exposition at
Fe yesterday, but the soldier boys had after
Qne and tw0 wlth ease Buffalo, the International Exposition! E- A- - Cahoon. cashier of the First
tadng
no pitcher and did not care to get from the field of nine.
of 1901 at. Glasgow and the Louisiana National bank of Roswell, with deposmixed up with the Ancient City aggreof
of
J.
J.
cashier
its
$1,000,000;
Jaffa,
In the 2:30 trot, Ochico, owned by Purchase Exposition at St. Louis in
gation without a good slab artist. The J. L.
the Citizens National bank of Roswell,
Gray, Fort Collins, Colo., took 1904.
exhibition game between Socorro and
member of the mercantile firm of Jafin straight heats. Richardson, a
first
Santa Fe teams was accordily arrang-ana oromer oi .i- A
srood.
Irish
won
srrade.
nleasinz.
trulv ra rrager
mile
three to one favorite,
the
ed for and these two aggregations furJaffathan
of New Mexico;
- secretary
dash with east and Staunch and True, flavored, amber colored cup of coffee
nished plenty of amusement for the
p- - Saunders, cashier of the Ameri-fe- e
Cof-,Hcan
be had and without the real
also a favorite had an easy victory in
'
many fans who turned out yesterday. the
all
mile dash. Two thousand peodanger, or damage to health by can National bank of Roswell, have be-A purse of fifty dollars was hung up
statement
the
a
that
&iven
signed
substi-witnessed the races and also the simply using Dr. Shoop's new
for the winning team and both nines ple
moderate and truthful story
first push ball game to be played in tute, called "Health Coffee." Pure, low is
Fe
Santa
got
went after the money.
s
team
U. wholesome, toasted cereals, malt, nuts. of tne wonderful resources of Chav-which
New
the
of
Mexico
in
away with a flying start by getting a S.
Pecos
and
the
county
valley,
Coffee
Dr.
make
Health
from
Fort
etc.,
Shoop's
cavalrymen
Wingate
rim in the first inning, wJien Owen got were
Wonder of Valley.
bath healthful and satisfying. No 20
winners.
to first on Galloway's error at second.
The
Pecos
"Made'
valley is a section that
to
30
tedious
minutes
boiling.
Albuquerque Defeats Wingate.
L. Anderson
sacrificed
advancing
serv-- ' offers unlimited opportunities to the
in
Dr.
a
If
minute,"
Shoop.
says
The cavalrymen from Fort Wingate
Owen to second. Owen scoring on
termer with a few thousand dollars,
- ed as coffee, it's taste will even trick
Lyon's hit. McCarthy, who did the are fine soldiers, acrobats and ath- an
But these
- common sense and energy.
Ansee.
it
and
Test
Frank
expert.
twirling for Santa Fe mixed his curves letes of the first class, but they are
No
to
success.
are
things
necessary
stars in baseballdom, as was in-r- o drews.
in such a puzzling way that the Socor- offers
other
in
States
the
United
place
bunch were unable to touch him for Seated at the fair grounds yesterday
If you know of a
advantages.
It is'an admitted fact that real es- - l
aumic. uoys wei
two innings. "Doc." was also a bright
I'lace
farm and have
could
where
you
men
all
financial
and
merchants
tate,
consistent star at the bat, making outclassed, outgeneraled and outplay say that
n0 worry about what your crops will
are
best
and
results
One
ed
the
quickest
Albuquerque
Grays.
by
three hists out of three times up. The
more run for Albuquerque and the obtained by advertising in the New DeI where all of the uncertainty is cut
hits were made at critical moments final
out: where the land will yield abundsccre would have been a parallel Mexican.
too. On two occasions he hit with the
.
antly; where you are certain of good
silver
to, one
sixteen
with
the
free
bases full, scoring two men each time. doctrine of the
Mr. F. G. Fritz, Oneonta, N. Y., crops every year; where-yoof
get good
Bryan
Democrats,
In the second G. Parsons, for Santa Fe, whom there were a fair
what
where
for
you
was
prices
writes:
little
you
raise;
"My
girl
sprinkling
greatly
singled and an error by Alderete when in the grand stand, the Pecos valley benefitted by taking Foley's Orino have plenty of time to do your
W. Parsons got a hit, advanced him to
and I think it is the best 1"S (as the ground seldom freezes);
belng well represented at the game.
second. Mcuarmy swanea one gooa As it wag the final score was fifteen remedy for constipation and liver where you can make use of every day
one for two bases scoring the Parson t0 one Xne cavalrymen
played an trouble." Foley's Orino Laxative is in the year to advantage in improving
twins, making the score three to noth- - aggressive game all through1 and did mild, pleasant and effective,
and your farm and home; where it is
ing in favor of the Ancients. It was In not give up hope of evening up the cures habitual constipation. Sold by neither too hot in the summer nor too
the third inning that the Santa Fe tab until the final inning had been all druggists.
cold in the winter; where you and your
h
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loosen when using Dr. Shoop s Cough
reservoir to reach its lowest po nt atin
Remedy. And it is so thorou-'hl- v
the southeast corner, graduallyJu.
that Dr. Shoop tel s mothers
harmless,
to the north and west and reaching its
to use nothing else, even for very
highest level at. the northwest corner. young balnes. The wholesome
green
Allow this reservoir basin to drain thu
leaves and tender stems of a lung heal- mountain range on its west, which
ing mountainous shrub give the cura- comprises over hve thousand squav tive
properties to Dr. Shoop s Cough.,
miles ot country. Have an opening at
the northwest corner, where the over- heals
the sensitive bronchial mem
flow is carried off. Do this and one'
branes. No opium, no chloroform.
will have a true picture of the artes-- i
to injure or supian system of the great Pecos valley of nothing harsh used
Demand Dr. Shoop's. Accept
press.
New Mexico.
Till nthm
Jyll tiv 2t ,iU r nr tn irt-iWhat caused Bryan, on September qq
IS, this year, to call Roswell "The Da
mascus of the Southwest" was when he
SEALED PROPOSALS.
visited North Spring river. A great arPa lorl nrnnneolu xr ill )ia r
tA
tesian spring breaks out forming this the Board of
Commissioners
County
wonderlul river, which flows acrosa of alencia
county, New Mexico, at
Main street, the head being less than
toe office of the probate clerk, Los
a mile from the city. This vast spring
.
Lunas, New Mexico, up to 12 o clock
,
is mc ncj iiuic iu uie anesiau sysieui, noon, the 20th
day of October. 1909.
as the artesian water will rise only tc
for the construction of a county court
this level. Between Roswell and
house and jail at Los Lunas. Plans
N. M., some sixty miles south
can be seen at the
and
at any point which is not higher than office specifications
of the I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co.,
the head of North Spring river, the arSanta Fe, New Mexico, and
tesian flow can be had. There are Architects,
Trinidad, Colorado; also at the office
500,000 acres of land embraced within of
Harry F. Lee, Albuquerque,
the bounds of the artesian belt.
Bids wil be addressed to J.
The Pecos valley, has for years been M.
Luna, probate clerk,
Lunas.
known as the land of big red apples New Mexico.
and alfalfa. Alfalfa and apples are th
t to reiect nnv nr all hirlc i
The
two staples, but other fruits that grow .,....,.
abundantly are peaches, pears, plums,
HIGINIO CHAVEZ,
cherries, grapes, berries and all other Chairman Board of County Comnrs-sionersmall fruits that can be raised outside of the tropical zone. Indian corn,
kaffir corn, maize and sorghum and
Fall colds are quickly cured by
such forage crops are raised plentiful- Foley's Honey and Tar. the erent
ly and profitably. Vegetables of all throat and lung remedy. The
s
flourish. Great results are being ine contains no harmful drugs. Sold
obtained by practical truck gardeners.! by all druggists.
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NATURE EXACTS FINAL TRIBUTE to a fa
FROM COLONEL MAX. FROST. preciat
them unnenhown io any uuc
MINOR CITY
uu
those upon whom they were bestowed
(Continued From Page One)
number legion, and will hold his memX S X X X X X X X X
tory for his party. More than one ory deai; In many homes. Perhaps, no
Oct. 14
Colo..
TQ COURT delegate to Congress owed his elec- other man in the southwest had so
S
Denver,
Weather forecast for New
tion to his political shrewdness and many and so good friends.
Mexico: Fair tonight, cooler
wisdom and many are the officials
He loved books and was an omnivn north portion, Friday fair
,
iiiau uweu io ms menasnip ineir ap- - orous reader. He admired the beautimm
IN
with cooler weather.
JYieXICO i pointment. Colonel Frost also served ful and was a patron of art. He had
and his hobbies and was a connoisseur in
j almost continually on the county
Failor puts up eav troughs right.
city Republican central committees, the work of blanket-weavinand
'Meet Friday The regular meeting
served as county commissioner, as basketry of the Indians, having acschcol director and in many minor cumulated one of the finest collections
of the Woman's Auxiliary and Guild
will meet with Mrs?. Harroun on Frl
political places. His plans were per- in the southwest.
fect in every detail and there was
day afternoon at half past two.
Necessarily, a biographical sketch
no political meeting even in his ward,
Tomorrow ToHours
Postoffice
so rapidly for a daily newswritten
his
CAPITOL in which
interest was not felt.
j morrow
being President's day a pro- QUIET
is merely fragmentary. A volpaper
claimed a legal holiday by President
As a Journalist.
ume and a most interesting volume
Taft. the postoffice will observe Sun-d- a
Colonel Frost was the Nestor among at. that, might be written, about Colo- v hours.
Officials Leave for Albuquer-qa- e New Mexico newspapermen. His con- - nel Frost, his life, his deeds and his
regular
Meeting Postponed The
nection with the New Mexican began ' works. Perhaps, some biographer.
Be
For
to
Hand
On
Aid
Woman's
of
the
Society
meeting
from the day after his arrival. Act- will as a labor of love, gather the
President's Day.
of the Presbyterian church which
ing first as correspondent, special fragments that refer to his career,
would have been held Friday, October
contributor and later editorial writer, that may be found in newspapers.
he bouaht into the company in 1SS3 magazines, books the past thirty
15th, has been postponed.
a
was
at
the
very
Today
day
quiet
Death From Accident Andres Lu- and soon was given editorial control years, and rounding them out with
a
offi
of
the
capitol,
large number
cero died at Mesilla, Dona Ana county, cials h'avin" one to Albuaueraue to'wllien lie retained with the exception the reminiscences of those who stood
from injuries received while baling lie on hand for the reception of Presi of three years until this year. Before near to the great man, produce a
he was associated for three years erary monument worthy of the master,
hay. His toot was amputated and the dent Taft.
with W. H. Bailhache in the publica- - and a notable contribution to New
l(,n- cf blood resulted in his death.
Law Files Petition.
tiou of the Evening Review at Albu-- ! Mexico history of the past thirty
Failor does all lands of plumbing
This morning Robert Law, former;
j
save
and tin work, will
you money,
president of the New Mexico Central
The Grand Lodge of A. F..and A. M.
Today a Year Ago Today a year railroad, through his attorney Colonel New Mexican in 1883. Colonel rostj
was
made a newspaper out of the New of New Mexico will' have charge of
and
clear
pleasago the weather
W. Prichard filed a petition
often heart- - j the funeral rites over the deceased,
Mexican. It was
ant with 99 per cent of sushine. The George
in the first district court asking for
in this in accordance with his often ex- succeeded
work.
But
he
maximum temperature was 69 and the
breaking
a rule to show cause why a receiv- into tne tront ranKs or west- - pressed wish. When he felt that his
it
minimum 40.
putting
er shall not be appointed for the New ern
and his editorial col- - decline was coming, Colonel rrost
Failor has rubber roid roofing, east Mexico
Central railroad, which Law umnsnewspapers
in
wielded a great influence
side Plaza, phone B 138.
arranged his affairs down to
alleges owes him back salary amount- shaping the destinies of the common- carefully
Not a Murder Case on the Docket
minutest
details. As long as three
the
to
Law
further
?2S,000.
alleges wealth and of the Republican party.
ing
years ago he planned to let go graduAlthough Quay county has 20,000 peo- that the road is insolvent.
He took a hold of the paper when it ally of his manifold interests and beple and has not had a term or district
Seeks an Injunction.
was insignificant, almost a wreck, and gan gathering the threads for the
court for a long time, there is not a
A petition has been filed in the dismade it a splendid property, both from final accounting. It was a melancholy
for
docket
case
on
the
single murder
trict court by the following plaintiffs:
the session of district court over which Leandro Lovato, Apolonio Lovato, An- the business and the political stand- task, but he went about it cheerfully,
He wielded a trenchant pen hopefully, calmly,
point.
and while
he
Judge Alfred Cooley will preside.
tonio Lovato, Brigida Lovato, Matias
Failor repairs and paints old roofs Urioste, A. B. Renehan and J. B. and was a most voluminous writer. amassed no great riches, he retired in
His literary style was characteristic the assurance that he had provided
and makes them as good as new.
Pitaval, asking an injunction against of him and set him apart, from other well
for his family and had accomStabbing in Mora County The Las the following defendants: Lucia La- a strong man's work for his
journalists.
of
another
plished
tells
alleged cassagne, David M. White, J. W. RayVegas Optic
As a Mason.
commonwealth and to make Santa Fe
murder in Mora county. Marcelino nolds, Superintendent of the New
It seems strange that Colonel Frost a city beautiful and good.
Archuleta, so the report has it, died Mexico penitentiary and others. The
could
give so much time to Masonry,
a
with
at Gascon of injuries inflicted
Colonel Frost slept peacefully away.
petition seeks to have the parties en
knife by a man said to be Nestor joined from removing clay from prop but his energy sought an outlet along Yesterday noon, Hon, Cony T. Brown
Mestas. Officers have gone to investi- erties of the plaintiffs known as the ideal lines, his imagination took hold of Socorro,
an ,; intimate Masonic
of the beautiful ritual and traditions
called upon him and he recoggate.
friend,
banks.
clay
of the Masonic order and he became
Fair and Cooler Fair weather is
Judge McFie has issued an order their master in deed as well as in nized and spoke to him. Early in the
and
tomorrow,
for
afternoon he called for Mrs. Frost by
tonight
on the defendants, tnat tney snow name.
predicted
Just as he was a master Dium-e- r first name and terms of endearment
but there is to be a drop in temper- cause by October 20th, why an inin journalism, in politics, in literaand those were his last words. He
ature. It was windy and dusty for a junction should not be granted.
he also was in his lodge. It was
ture,
a
sank gradually into his last slumber.
while last night, the wind attaining
Wants Decree Modified.
due to his enthusiasm and his perit was thought that the end
Although
has
Mrs. Josefa Herrera Velarde
velocity of 34 miles an hour from the
to
more
anythan
perhaps
would not come for several days, he
north at six o'clock. The minimum filed a petition asking .that the divorce sistency,
thing else, that in the days when the
temperature last night was 43 degrees, decree granted sometime ago be, modi- fate of Masonry in Santa Fe and per breathed his last at 10:30 o'clock last
evening. With the faithful wife and
the maximum 70 degrees. The rela- fied and that her former husband
haps, in the Territory, hung in the
tive humidity at six o'clock last even- Juan Velarde be punished for con- balance that it revived arid flourished her parents, Colonel and Mrs. H. B.
tempt of court not having paid the and made such steps forward that to- Pain of Kansas City, and sister, Miss
ing was 44 per cent.
of
Hattie Pain in the
house
smoke
and
ventilators
Failor makes
alimony provided in the decree.
day a great Scottish Rite Cathedral sorrow. The funeral will take place
xoa.
ii
National
Guard
east
side
for
pnone
fiaza,
Albuquerque.
pipe,
is planned for this city, a realization
on Sunday afternoon at two o'clock
F.
Noon
Arrivals Palace W.
Companies E and F of the national of another dream of his which some
from the house on East Palace avenue,
Schultz. New York; B. V. Warmoll, guard and the First Regimental band
lived
thought visionary, but which he
under the auspices of the Grand Lodge
L
E.
1
Denver;
John
Cushley,
Denver;
left for Albuquerque on Train No.
to realize, at least so far as buying
of A. F. and A. M. Interment will be
A. Bland, Kansas City; J. S. Hooper, at 4:20 o'clock this afternoon.
Cap the ground- - anl providing the initial
New York; E. D. Wetmore, Warren, tain Brooks was unable to accompany funds are concerned. He was made a made in Fairview cemetery.
Pa.; Claire A. A. Jones, J. D. Hand, them on account of the serious illness Master Mason at the formation of the
GAME WAS CLOSE TODAY.
Las Vegas; C. M. Mullin, Los Ange- of a child.
grand lodge in 1877. He took degree
les; M. E. Campbell, San Angelo;
after degree, carefully familiarizing
Miss L. Bradley, E. E. Winter, J. W. ALBUQUERQUE READY
(Continued from Page One)
and
himself with its significance
Campbell, Tucumcari; J. L. Peyser,
FOR ITS GUESTS. secret work. He held office after ofF. W. Kampeten, Nat Reiss Shows
fice in the Blue Lodge, in the Grand Camnitz is now pitching for Pittsburg.
With two out. D. Jones tooli Jlrst on
Failor has stove pipe and sets up
(Continued from Page One.)
Lodge, in the higher degrees, and
fielder's choice and stole second, Bush
stoves, east side Plaza, phone B lo8.
honor
finally attained the greatest
Rummage Sale Next Monday The of the Harvey Indian building, and a that may come to a Mason and which walked, Cobb doubled, scoring Jones.
Woman's Board of Trade will hold a corps of assistants the little placlta, or comparatively few attain, that of the One run.
of
the
under
the
sale
portal
Seventh inning Pittsburg no runs.
rummage
inner court of the hotel, has been 33d degree and deputy inspector gen
Old Palace, in front of the rooms of
Detroit no
Te- eral for a great jurisdiction, that of Phillippi relieves Camnitz.
an
Indian
transformed
into
village.
the Historical Society, on Monday afruns.
in
Masonic
circles
Mexico.
is
New
It
true
Indian
the
have
kind,
yellow
ternoon from four to six o'clock. All pees,
Eighth inning No runs.
been
the fountain has been that he made many of his staunchest
persons who have articles to contrib- studdederected,
underNinth inning Miller singled, Ab-who
most
and
friends,
loyal
with
and
incandescent
lights
ute, such as clothing, shoes, nicknacks
he
the
stein
his
and
character
stood
singled, Wilson beat out bunt,
best,
odds and ends will please send the the whole effect of the court, with the was
to the scoring Miller.' One run.
in
Masonry
up
wrapped
fountain
and
of
the
the
same to the library room on Saturday splashing
last. It is a significant chapter
The score:
five peaked canvas huts is distinctly un- very
afternoon between two and
man who gives
for
of
his
the
life,
R. H. E.
,
An
ar
effective.
usual
artistic
and
o'clock.
himself to the idealism of the Masonic Pittsburg .
4 9 1
rangement of greenery further adds to
an Detroit . ...
have in his make-umust
faith,
5 10 1
of
fountain
the attractiveness
the
and
PRESIDENT AT THE
abundance of human goodness and di
Batteries Willis, Camnitz, Phillippi
GRAND CANON. around the circular walk are being
vine faith.
and Gibson. Mullen and Schmidt.
placed rows of young Cottonwood
Colonel Frost was an Odd Fellow
(Continued trora Page One.)
Umpires Evans and Klem.
trees. The placita is for the special
and passed through the chairs. He
benefit
of the guests at the Montezu was a member of the Board of Trade
halt and induce the people of this
MAGDALENA AND
state to take tima to deliberate over ma ball, but. the President and his and took an active interest in the
KELLY DISTRICTS.
that instrument that is to follow them party will be invited to view it before work of the Woman's Board of Trade,
The
leave
hotel.
the
state
arrange- it being due to his efforts that $1,000
they
so long in the history of their
I ments committee is entirely prepared were gathered towards the erection Steadily Shipping Zinc Ore to Iowa
and its growth and development,
and Lead and Copper to El
shall not have let this morning go for the big event, a splendid orchestra of the public library. He was treasPaso Smelter.
has been secured and the catrenig will urer of the New Mexico historical
without its profit.
be by Harvey. The sale of tickets is Society for years and gave much of
Hon. C. T. Brown, who spent several
large, but there will be room for every his time to its work overseeing perKEPORT OF THE
in Santa Fe from
days
one.
BANK
ROBBERY.
DAILY
sonally the publication of its many who is one of the most Socorro, and
extensive operhistorical bulletins. He belonged to
Chicago, Oct. 14. A fashionably
ators
in
the
and
successful
operKelly
RANCHMAN
savIS
ARRESTED
New
the Archaeological Society, the
dressed bandit who robbed the
ators in the Magdalena-Kell- y
districts
& Co., in
and
Association
CHARGED
other
WITH.
Mexico
Bar
D.
M.
MURDER.
Erskine
of
bank
ings
organizations formed for the upbuild- in Socorro county, says that the
Highland Park, an aristocratic vilare steadily shipping zinc ore
e
of
Bustos
Nestor
San
Miguel
twenty-fivlake
on
the
shore,
County ing of the community. A strong side- camps
lage
to
Iowa
is
smelters, low grade ores gothrown
his
character
Accused
Marof
suiKilled
Havinn
by
light upon
miles north of Chicago, committed
to
Mineral Point, Wis. Lead and
Ite
ing
of
aid
the
the
that
the
fact
celino
gave
Archuleta.
to
driven
when
bay
ride by shooting
New Mexican to the prohibition cause, copper ores, of which he has shipped
bv the Highland Park marshals and a
to
that he fought not only for a more forty cars thus far this year go to
The
New
Mexican,
Special
A
of
the
robber,
comparison
posse.
iwho had driven him to the bank in an! Las Vegas, N. M., Oct. 14. Deputy beautiful, a more prosperous but a El Paso. Further development is inFe. There was no move creasing the lead output of the camps
automobile, was captured immediately sheriff of San Miguel county, Enrique better Santa
ment
the
for
public good to which materially. There is no boom but
following the robbery, forcing the oeiia, Hxiay arrested iNesior uiistos, a lis did not contribute
in money, time thtre is prosperity and steady
ranchman
on
the
of
in
the daring prominent
charge
principal perpetrator
influence
he
and
faith in the
had
and
daylight crime to flee on foot. He having murdered Marcelino Archuleta. future of the town, when others were
was
made
members
of
Complaint
by
engaged in a runnins duel with Town
What LEPER PERMITTED TO
and despondent.
Marshal John Sheehan. After run- the Archuleta family. Bustos was ar despairing
Fe owes to the activity of this
Santa
RESIDE IN BROOKLYN.
while
on
rested
his
working
ranch, one man, it, is difficult to estimate fulning several blocks the robber dashed
New York, Oct. 14. In spite of the
Into a shed closely followed by Shee- near Rociada, and made, no resist
ly but he was a builder, an optimist, fact that the international
han. When the fuzitive saw he was ance.
leprosy
strong a hold upon his life conference has decided that John
Archuleta was injured mortally at a and how
H.
caught he eluded arrest by taking his
love of Santa Fe had taken is
this
the returned Philippine soldier
dance at Rociada on September 5th,
Early;
own life.
manifest from the fact that the last has
and it is alleged that the wounds were
leprosy, the Brooklyn board of
year of it was filled with plans for health has announced that he can condue
to
COLLEGE BOYS WRECK
dagger thrusts, the dagger be
Santa Fe a city beautiful and tinue to reside in
NEW YORK HOTEL. ing used by Bustos. The matter was making
Brooklyn indefinitegood.
ly. Early was confined near Washing14.
ArhunSeveral
New York, Oct.
kept quiet, it being thought that
Home Life.
ton for a year when American physidred fighting freshmen and sopoho-more- s chuleta would recover.
Colonel Frost rounded up his ca- cians decided that his
disease was not
Former
Diefe.
Fean
Santa
wrecked the Grove hotel last
reer with an ideal home life. He was leprosy and he was released. The inLast
"had
A
at
Territorial
of
the
Insane
night
sophomores
party
married to Miss Lydla Hood early in ternational
jt night.
i been
captured by the freshmen and Asylum death claimed Canaldo Thay-bein- the nineties but she was taken by this decision.conference disagreed with
hazed when reinforcements ar-- er, a former resident of Santa Fe. death after giving birth to a son,
'
rived. It was necessary to send in a Thayer had been in the asylum for Graehme Frost, who survives. A secTWO MILLION VOLTS
the last ten years.
riot call, but all escaped arrest.
ond marriage, with Miss Maud Pain
THROUGH HIS BODY.
of Kansas City, proved very happy,
REVOLUTION IS SWEEPFIRST
SWEETHEART
OF
son
the death of an infant
ING NICARAGUA.
casting the
New York, Oct. 14. A sensational
SAM HOUSTON DEAD. only shadow over a most happy union.
New Orleans, La., Oct. 14. A speis to be made at the New
experiment
lavished
he
affection
wealth
The
of
cial from Rluefielrls. Nicaragua snvs
Tenn., Oct. 14. Mrs. L. upon Mrs. Frost, and the devotion and York electrical show on Friday when
that the revolution headed bv Colonel IT- Memphis,
MDr.
Juan J. Estrada against President Ze- - - - Johnson, the first sweetheart tenderness with which she eased his two H. E. Wake will send a current of
million volts through Richard
Sam Houston Is dead, aged 90. Her days of suffering and decline are too
of
is
the
Th
country.
sweeping
laya
who has submitted himself
Garrick,
in
life
more
for
than
reference.
wag
Natchitoches,
seized
spent
passing
holy
revolutionists
Greytown yester- early
for the experiment confident that he
to
sum
born
was
is
Ten
in
the
difficult
she
character
It
up
a
now
and
Texas,
brief
are
after
although
fight
day
of Colonel' Frost.' He was generous will live to tell the experience.
nessee.
marching to attack Castillo.
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Grocery

4

Bakery

g

j

i
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The largest

HAVE YOU SEEN THE
QUANTITY AND TRIED
THE QUALITY OF OUR
BAKERY DEPARTMENT

and most
complete
line of
groceries in
the city

We handle all kinds
of hay, grain and feed

F. Andrews,

.4.

Phone lo. 4

--

'

'

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

FURRIER

&

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

436 Canon Road
19
Phone black

FRANK F GORMLEY
SANTA FE. N. M.

General
Merchandise

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D. MULLIGAN

AT C
pen 1IOU
cq

RESIDENCE

PICTURE

A
pen
offiow
in
Lit
1UV
PHONE

111.1

NIGHT PHONE
FRAYING

TASTEFULLY

p

Given Careful
Personal Attention
11

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump
"

$4.50 per ton

iWonero

5.25

6.00'

Cerrlllos
Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

f

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal

CAPITAL COAL YARD

frfear A; T. & S. F. Depot.

(

Phone 85.. Office Garfield Avenue.

ti
'A

A

CHOICE LINE OF

NAVAJO AND
CHMAYO
BLANKETS

A
'

I

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

--

SOUVENIR POSTAL CARDS

M

cents
fojfive
7

V!

K
K
w

It

All Ladies who visil the store will receive a free souveniep
We will shortly have in a fall line of
Mexic m Stiaw Hats at 50cts. each

'

J.
M

if

g

301-30-

THE C RIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. CANDELAllIO Proprietor.
3

Sanf Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N,

.

i
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